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ABSTRACT
This dissertation details various studies of arched flux ropes using both scalable lab-
oratory experiments and numerical simulations. This work can be divided into three
major classes: studies of flux rope motion and shape, development of supporting
simulations, and development of new experimental diagnostics.
The primary scientific results in this work are the characterization of new mecha-
nisms for flux rope motion and morphology. These studies are done on two separate
experiments, the single loop and double loop, which produce arched flux ropes with
non-dimensional evolution equivalent to solar prominences. Measurements taken
on these experiments characterize three flux rope mechanisms: (1) how variation in
a flux rope minor radius can drive axial flows and collimation, (2) how non-uniform
axial density can perturb flux rope shape and inhibit the kink instability, and (3) how
changing flux rope current can repel background plasma and form density cavities
around the flux rope. These mechanisms are each relevant to a different aspect of
solar prominences: the collimation mechansim (1) can explain why solar loops are
denser and more collimated than expected, the work on density perturbations (2)
puts a higher limit on prominence stability, and the cavity mechanism (3) provides
the first model to explain why coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are observed to have
a three part structure.
Two numerical simulations were developed in support of the experiments: a 3D
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulation of the single loop experiment and a 3D
spline model simulating flux ropes as interacting current carrying wires. The MHD
simulation uses the solver module from the Los Alamos COMPutational Astro-
physics Simulation Suite (LA-COMPASS) to evolve B, v , ρ, and P on a 963
Cartesian grid using the dimensionless ideal MHD equations. The resulting simula-
tion has excellent agreement with experimental observations in shape, velocity, and
magnetic field and quantitatively reproduces the mechanisms (2,3) observed in the
single loop experiment. The spline simulation models the flux ropes experiments
as plasma systems of thin current paths in a 3D space with no background plasma.
This model is shown to be useful for reproducing flux rope evolution, testing new
experimental configurations, evaluating the magnetic fields generated from complex
3D current paths, and testing the robustness of analytic flux rope models.
The last body of work concerns the development of two novel diagnostics: a high
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frequency (1-100 MHz) wave probe designed to measure both the magnetic field
B, and current density J, of passing waves and a high frequency (100 MHz) 1D
coded aperture camera. The wave probe consists of four 3-axis ÛB-probes arranged
in a tetrahedron. This additional spatial resolution allows the calculation of both
J and the wavevector k. Measurements taken by this probe on the plasma jet
experiment identify short whistler wave pulses emitted from magnetic reconnection
events. These waves are identified by measurements of the background conditions,
the wave polarization, and comparisons with the theoretical whistler dispersion
relation. The pulses also occur simultaneously with bursts of X-ray emissions,
indicating that non-MHD physics (i.e. two-fluid or kinetic effects) are important
during the reconnection event. The coded aperture camera is a fast (100MHz) 1D
visible light system developed as a prototype for imaging plasma experiments in the
EUV/X-ray bands. In the low signal limit, the system demonstrates 40-fold increase
in throughput and a signal-to-noise gain of ≈ 7 over that of a pinhole camera of
equivalent parameters.
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1C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION
Plasma physics is the study of ionized gases which are classified as a fourth state
of matter. This relatively new field began in the 1920’s with the advent of vacuum
chambers, made possible by Irving Langmuir’s improved diffusion pump. Subse-
quent studies applying high voltage to low pressure gases discovered a surprising
effect: the gases would glow and move about in strange ways. Langmuir named
this new substance “plasma” and ever since, plasma physicists have been trying to
understand these glowing gases and why they move about in strange ways.
Plasmas are different from other classical materials because they have strong, non-
local interactions. For most gases, liquids, and solids, microscopic motion is dom-
inated by collisions with other nearby particles. For plasmas, individual particles
have net electric charge and motion is instead dominated by long-range electric and
magnetic fields. This strong, long-range coupling makes numerical simulations of
macroscopic numbers (∼ 1023) of charged particles prohibitively expensive, even
on modern supercomputers [1].
Consequently, there are still a number of frontiers in plasma physics. Many of these
problems are concerned with a particular magnetic configuration called a flux rope,
a twisted bundle of magnetic field lines which can resemble a rope. These structures
contain electric current and their dynamics are generally dominated by the magnetic
force (J × B). Several important flux rope problems are listed below:
1. Solar eruptions: the eruption of solar prominences into space, also known as
a coronal mass ejection (CME). Models of solar eruptions still fail to provide
sufficient predictability for potentially disastrous Earth-impacting events.
2. Magnetic reconnection: this is a process whereby magnetic energy can be
converted to kinetic energy through topological changes in the magnetic field.
This process is responsible for fast, turbulent transfers of energy which cause
solar eruptions and fusion reactor disruptions.
3. Fusion reactors: a potentially large source of carbon & radiation-free energy.
Plasma instabilities have prevented the realization of fusion reactors with net











**in comparison to spacecraft missions or fusion reactors
Figure 1.1: Diagram showing how laboratory flux rope experiments are relevant to
many frontier problems in plasma physics.
This work studies the motion, morphology, and waves of laboratory flux rope
experiments. These experiments are relevant to the above problems because of the
scale invariance of the plasma equations. This property allows scaled experiments
to model inaccessible systems such as solar prominences, fusion plasmas, and
astrophysical jets. Section 1.2 provides a more detailed description of the scaling
procedure and caveats. These scaled experiments are reproducible, accessible, and
resolve more physics than numerical simulations.
Readers unfamiliar with plasma physics can review basic topics in Appendix A. This
review includes the three plasma descriptions (particle, two-fluid, single-fluid), and
several aspects of the single-fluid description also known as magnetohydrodynamics
(MHD).
1.1 Thesis overview
This dissertation covers work on three different flux rope experiments (single loop,
double loop and jet experiments), each with multiple sub-projects. The parameters
and apparatus for each of these experiments are described in Chapter 2. The results
can be divided into three categories: flux rope motion and morphology (Chapters
3-7), construction of a new wave diagnostic (Chapter 8) and the development of a
coded aperture camera (Chapter 9). Figure 1.2 displays a minimal summary of the
3Jet experimentDouble loop
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Figure 1.2: Visual outline of the different thesis chapters
different chapters.
Flux rope motion and morphology
The majority of this thesis is concerned with dynamic mechanisms in flux ropes.
Due to the scale invariance of MHD, the variety of mechanisms measured in the
experiments (e.g., flows, collimation, density cavities, density pileups) can be di-
rectly scaled to solar prominences. Chapter 3 describes volumetric measurements
of B(x, t) on the double loop experiment which confirm a proposed magnetic col-
limation mechanism for arched flux ropes. This mechanism explains why coronal
loops are thinner and denser than expected at large heights. Chapter 4 details the de-
4velopment of a 3D MHD simulation of the single loop experiment. This simulation
provides an important tool used in Chapters 5 & 6 to support and interpret experi-
mental measurements. Chapter 5 explains a new mechanism, based on non-uniform
axial density, for the characteristic dip at the apex of the single loop experiment.
This supplants the previous theory that the dip is caused by a helical magnetic in-
stability, the kink instability, and demonstrates that non-uniform density can play an
important role in shaping solar prominences. Chapter 6 presents a new model for
formation of density cavities around flux ropes. The model is supported by experi-
ment, numerical simulation, and spacecraft observations. This model also provides
an explanation for the three-part structure of CMEs and identifies the prominence
cavity size as an observable metric for the likelihood of eruption. Last, but not least,
Chapter 7 details the development and implementation of a reduced physics model
for simulating flux ropes as interacting wires. This reduces a 3D domain to a set of
1D splines in 3D space, making the implementation extremely fast. Such a model is
useful for testing new electrode topologies, investigating system scale instabilities,
evaluating the magnetic fields generated from complex 3D current paths, and testing
the robustness of analytic flux rope models.
Quadruple wave probe
Chapter 8 covers the construction and measurements of a new wave diagnostic.
The quadruple wave probe was built to measure high frequency (1-100 MHz) mag-
netized waves emitted from magnetic reconnection on the jet experiment. This
new diagnostic consists of four 3-axis ÛB-probes arranged in a tetrahedron, capa-
ble of simultaneously measuring both the magnetic field and current density of
passing waves. Measurements using this new diagnostic identified short pulses of
whistler waves emitted from magnetic reconnection. These pulses are observed
synchronously with production of X-rays indicating the importance of two-fluid or
kinetic physics in these events.
Coded aperture imaging
Coded aperture imaging is a ray-imaging technique originally developed for high
energy X-ray telescopes. The technique is essentially a multiplexed pinhole camera
(i.e., more than one pinhole in the mask) which projects a superposition of images
onto the detector. With the proper arrangement of pinholes (i.e., the “coded”
aperture), the detected superposition can be inverted to acquire the desired image
with much higher signal to noise than a single pinhole. Chapter 9 details the
5adaptation of this technique to high frequency (100 MHz) and near-field for use
as a laboratory diagnostic. The constructed visible light prototype demonstrated a
signal-to-noise improvement by a factor of ≈ 7 over an equivalent pinhole camera.
1.2 Laboratory astrophysics
Ideal magnetohydrodynamics, like hydrodynamics, has the peculiar property of
having no intrinsic scale. In other words, systems with certain ratios will have
equivalent behavior over a vast range of scales. For plasmas, these ratios are the
following dimensionless parameters:









where η is the resistivity, vA = B√µ0ρ is the Alfvén speed, and L is a character-
istic length.
Due to this scale invariance, it is possible to develop an equivalent system at the lab-
oratory scale for any astrophysical plasma described by ideal MHD [2]. Laboratory
experiments can use this scalability to study small versions of astrophysical plasmas,
such as protostellar jets and solar prominences, in a reproducible, controlled, and
accessible laboratory environment.
Completely scalable behavior requires that dissipative effects (resistivity, viscosity,
etc.) are small because these introduce a dissipative length scale. However, for
most astrophysical plasmas, ignoring dissipation is an excellent assumption as both
the Reynolds and Lundquist numbers are enormous (R, S≫ 103). Consequently,
the minimum constraints on accessing the correct plasma regime in the lab are
β ∼ β′ and S, S′  1. To achieve one-to-one correspondence between laboratory
and astrophysical scales, the following invariant transformations must be applied:
L0/a1 → L′ ρ0/a2 → ρ′ B0/√a3 → B′











g → g′ β→ β′
6Scaled up to Solar Corona Scaled down to Laboratory
Solar ProminenceLaboratory Plasma
Figure 1.3: Scaling of single loop experiment to solar scale and vice versa. Following
the convention described in this section, the scaling ratios are, a1 = 2.5 · 10−8,
a2 = 108 and a3 = 3 · 104.
where a1, a2, a3 are free parameters [2]. These transformations give directly
comparable parameters for systems at different scales.
Figure 1.3 shows the characteristic parameters of the single loop experiment, typical
solar prominence parameters, and equivalent scaled parameters using a1 = 2.5·10−8,
a2 = 108 and a3 = 3 · 104. With the notable exception of gravity, the experimental
parameters scalewell to the solar case. It is important to note that the listed timescale,
τA, is the Alfvén crossing time (τA = L/vA) and not the feature lifetime, which for
solar loops is typically ∼ 102τA-103τA.
Some other notable labs doing laboratory astrophysics include the magnetic re-
connection experiment (MRX) at Princeton Plasma Physics Lab, the large plasma
device (LAPD) at UCLA, FlareLab at Ruhr-Universität Bochum, the mega-ampere
generator for plasma implosion experiments (MAGPIE) facility at Imperial College
London, and the big red ball (BRB) facility at University of Wisconsin Madison.
71.3 Solar physics: background and motivation
Most of the interesting plasma physics problems have one or more applications in
our local star. Magnetic reconnection is of critical importance in eruptive events
and solar flares, the solar dynamo is still not well understood, and solar prominences
exhibit many of the same instabilities as fusion reactors. Of more practical impor-
tance to government funding agencies are the potentially disastrous consequences of
a large solar eruption also known as a coronal mass ejection (CME) hitting Earth. A
variety of studies have concluded that a direct impact from a large event could bring
down most of the United States electric grid (see Figure 1.4b) for several years [3,
4, 5]. It is difficult to imagine the full impact on modern society of months to years
without electric power. The probability of such an event is about 10% per decade
and should occur, on average, every 100-150 years [6]. The “Carrington event” of
1859 was the last large event to impact Earth but had few consequences, besides a
near-global aurora, as the only electronics present were telegraph lines. Given the
reasonably high probability and the risk to society, there is significant interest in
understanding and predicting solar eruptions.
Solar structure
The following is a brief introduction to solar structure and terminology to provide
some context for solar eruptions. The sun is composed of several layers: a core
0-0.25 R, a radiative zone 0.25-0.7 R, a convection zone 0.7-1 R, and the solar
atmosphere 1-30 R, where the solar radius R=695.5 Mm. The solar atmosphere
is itself composed of three layers:
1. Photosphere: the layer of the sun that emits most of the visible light that we
see. It is an optically thick, relatively thin (0.5 Mm) layer with the occasional
sunspot, a visibly dark patch. These dark patches are cooler regions with
strong radial magnetic fields.
2. Chromosphere: a thicker (∼2.5 Mm), optically thin layer above the photo-
sphere which is hotter and less dense. It is imaged principally via the Hα
line.
3. Corona: a diffuse, magnetically dominated region which extends for many
solar radii characterized by a sharp increase in temperature relative to the
chromosphere. It is in this region where solar prominences (also called solar
















Adapted from Forbes, JGR-Space (2000)Adapted from Metatech report R-319 (2010) 
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Figure 1.4: (a) Representation of the different layers and features of the sun. Credit:
Wikipedia Commons/kelvinsong (b) Simulated US grid response to 100-yr solar
storm from [4]. Green and red circles indicate strength of induced currents and
black outlines indi ate cata trophic regional failures. (c) Depiction of the typical
three-part structure of coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and image of CME on Feb.
27, 2000 from the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory spacecraft (SOHO).
The corona is of particular interest since it is where solar eruptions occur. Most
CMEs are associated with arched flux-rope structures (solar prominences) emerg-
ing from pairs of sunspots. As a result, the precise magnetic structure of these
prominences and the processes which lead to their eruption are a major area of solar
research.
The force-free paradigm
Due to the potentially catastrophic effects of large Earth-directed CMEs, there have
been a slew of ever more complex methods to determine the 3D magnetic fields of
prominences [7, 8, 9]. However, direct measurements of the optically thin corona
are nearly impossible against the background solar disk, most of these methods use
9spatial maps of the radial magnetic field at the photosphere (magnetograms).
1. Potential field extrapolation: the earliest attempts used a potential field ap-
proximation∇×B = 0, R > R, to extrapolate the field from the photosphere.
This assumes that there are no currents present above the photosphere, where
the B-field can be represented as the gradient of a scalar potential, B = ∇φ.
2. Force-free extrapolation: an assumption that the magnetic field is parallel to
the current density, ∇ × B = λB, where λ is constant. This assumption does
permit current above the photosphere but only in force-free configurations.
3. Non-linear force-free extrapolation: a more complicated solution where λ
is allowed to vary, ∇ × B = λ(x)B.
These extrapolations form the basis of what is known in solar physics as the force-
free paradigm. This view interprets prominences as quasi-equilibrium systems
which slowly move between equilibrium states until reaching an unstable equilibria.
Pressure and gravity forces are also ignored as negligible perturbations. This force-
free paradigm is convenient in many ways but has not held up in comparisons
with observations. Even the most advanced non-linear extrapolations, with a free
parameter at each point in space, cannot adequately reproduce observations of
stationary coronal loops [10, 11, 12].
The various mechanisms measured by this dissertation (i.e., flows, collimation,
density cavities, cusps) violate the force-free assumption and demonstrate the im-
portance of non-force-free physics in arched flux ropes.
1.4 Notation and units
The units will follow the SI convention with two exceptions: temperature will be
given in eV (1 eV = 1.16·104 K) and magnetic field values will occasionally be listed
in terms of Gauss instead of Tesla (1 T = 10,000 G).
The following notation is used to throughout the rest of the thesis,
• Vectors: vectors are denoted by bold-face font and vector operations use the
conventional dot and cross products.
a · b = c, a × b = d
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• Convective derivative: a capital “D” in a time derivative indicates a convec-
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C h a p t e r 2
NUTS AND BOLTS: THE CALTECH PLASMA GUNS
The practical implementation of the Caltech plasma guns is quite remarkable and
significant credit should be given to my advisor and the many grad students and
post-docs who brought them to life. These custom systems, constructed in-house,
access a unique plasma regime due to their fast timescales (10 µs) and high magnetic
fields (≤ 0.3 T). However, there are correspondingly fewer resources available when
they do not work and many of the unwritten hours of this dissertation went into
trouble-shooting unexpected problems. This chapter is dedicated to those many
hours of frustration and to that special satisfaction of experimental success.
Figure 2.1: Graphical representation of the three plasma guns (left to right): single-
loop, double-loop and jet/spheromak. Positive electrodes are colored copper and
negative electrodes are colored in blue. Red loops represent the plasma flux ropes
which form during electrode discharges.
There are three plasma experiments relevant to this thesis. They are the single
loop, double loop, and jet experiments (Fig. 2.1). Each of these experiments has a
different magnetic topology and accesses a novel plasma regime. However, despite
these differences, these experiments all have certain subsystems: a fast gas-supply,
solenoids to generate backgroundmagnetic field, capacitor banks to provide current,
and a microsecond timing system. Plasmas are formed by a particular activation
sequence of the various systems. The solenoid systems are triggered first to provide
a background magnetic field. Second, the fast gas valves are triggered to provide
localized gas density from nozzles in the electrodes. Finally, the main capacitors are
switched across the electrodes. This ionizes the neutral gas and drives current along
the background magnetic field, generating a flux rope, a twisted bundle of magnetic
field lines. This sequence is shown in Figure 2.2 for the single loop experiment.
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The plasma lifetime ranges from 10-20 µs, significantly shorter than either the
gas diffusion or background solenoid timescales (5 ms). This timescale separation
allows the background field to be treated as constant and ensures the velocity of the
neutral gas (∼200 m/s) is negligible compared to the plasma motion (104 m/s).
- +
solenoids
for background B-field 
gas lines
gas nozzle
neutral gas injected here
electrodes
drive 10-30 kA current 
Generate background B-field Inject neutral gas Switch 3-6 kV across electrodes,
ionize neutral gas
t= -5.6 ms t= -4.5 ms t= 0 ms
(1) (2) (3)
Figure 2.2: Diagram of the single loop apparatus showing the primary steps to
generate a flux rope (1) generate arched background magnetic field (2) puff in
neutral gas (3) switch capacitor bank across electrodes.
The following sections provide a description of each experiment and its associated
diagnostics. For the reader principally interested in the plasma parameters rather
than the nuts and bolts, Table 2.1 provides a range of parameters for each experiment.
2.1 Shared diagnostics and vacuum chambers
Vacuum chambers
The experiments are housed within two separate vacuum chambers. The double
loop and jet experiments are located in the alpha chamber and the single loop
experiment is in the slightly smaller bravo chamber (Figure 2.3). As can be seen
from the chamber figure, the experiments are mounted horizontally. However, since
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Single Loop Double Loop Jet
L (m) 0.2 0.5 0.7
|B | (T) 0.01-0.1 0.01-0.3 0.01-0.3
n (m−3) 1019-1021 1019-1022 1019-1023
v (m/s) 104 103 8·105
T (eV) 1-2 1-2 2-10
ρ (kg/m3) 2 · 10−8-7 · 10−5 2 · 10−8-7 · 10−4 2 · 10−8-7 · 10−3
P (N/m2) 10-103 10-104 10-105
β 0.01-1 0.01-3 0.01-3
Table 2.1: Shows characteristic parameters of different experiments. Density range
encompasses both hydrogen and argon. Values for the Lundquist number, S, are






Figure 2.3: Diagram of both chambers showing the position of the different experi-
ments. The Alpha chamber houses both the jet and double loop experiments. The
Bravo chamber contains the single loop experiment.
gravitational acceleration (|g | = 9.8 m/s2) on the plasma is negligible compared to
magnetic accelerations (109 − 1011 m/s2), many images are rotated to display the
propagation direction as vertical, to provide a more intuitive picture.
ICCD Camera (Imacon)
The intensified CCD camera (Imacon 200) is the star diagnostic of the Bellan lab.
This enviable piece of equipment can take 14 individual frames (1200×980 pixels,
16-bit resolution) at nearly arbitrary time resolution. This camera provides instant
feedback on the global plasma behavior and greatly shortens trouble-shooting time.
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Figure 2.4: ICCD ultra-fast camera, model: Imacon200
The system is mobile and can interchange different lenses and filters. Consequently,
it is often moved between the two chambers to image the different experiments in
different wavelengths.
Spectrometer
The experiments also share a JY Horiba 1000M spectrometer with a 1 meter focal
length, 3600 grooves/mm diffraction grating. Spectra are recorded using an Andor
iStar ICCD camera (single frame). The spectral resolution of the system (3.6
pm/pixel at λ=500 nm to 6.7 pm/pixel at λ=250 nm) is sufficient to resolve line
profiles and Doppler shifts.
Digitizer
The primary digitizer for the myriad of diagnostics is a 96-channel crate consisting
of eight 12-channel DAQ boards (SiS GmbH SIS3300) with a Versa Module Europa
(VME) interface. Each channel is digitized at 12 bits at a frequency of 100 MHz.
2.2 Single Loop Apparatus
The single loop system has gone through a number of iterations ([13, 14, 15, 16])
over the years. The latest incarnation was built by Bao Ha and is well documented
in his thesis ([16]). The apparatus consists of a single pair of electrodes, with
associated gas nozzles and solenoids. The firing sequence is shown in Fig. 2.2 and








Figure 2.5: Mechanical drawing of single loop experiment showing the primary
diagnostics. (M1) is the magnetic probe, (L1-L3) are Langmuir probes, and (C1,C2)
are additional coils for producing background magnetic fields. Loop is formed in
the YZ plane and the standard ICCD camera position is shown to the left.
Power Supply
The power supply for the experiment is provided by a high-voltage 59 µF capacitor.
This is charged to 2.5-6 kV and is discharged using a two-stage, low-inductance
trigger. This corresponds to 0.2-1.1 kJ discharged over 20 µs giving an average
power input of 10-55 MW. For comparison, the City of Pasadena uses around 150
MW of power. This high power output is made possible by extensive inductance
minimization in the transmission cables and connectors.
Background magnetic field
The arched background magnetic field is produced by two solenoids of opposite
polarity situated behind the electrodes. These solenoids are pulsed to produce a
peak field of 0.3 T at the loop footpoints (0.025 T at the loop apex), 6 ms after
activation.
Gas supply
Gas is supplied by a pair of fast-gas-valves which are connected to nozzles in the
electrodes. This system provides dense (1021-1022) neutral gas in the vicinity of the
electrodes to facilitate plasma breakdown into a coherent flux rope. Measurements
from [17, 18] indicate that the gas emerging from the nozzles forms exponential
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where z is the distance above the electrode plane, r is the radial position relative to
the nozzle, and M ∼ 1 is the mach number of the expanding gas.
Voltage measurements
Measurement of the time dependent voltage is done using a high-voltage capacitive
divider. The capacitive divider is suitable for measuring high voltage at high
frequency and the system avoids electrical noise issues via optical triggers and
optical data transmission. The full design by Xiang Zhai can be found in [19].
Current measurement
Current is measured using a Rogowski coil, a type of low-inductance current trans-
former suitable for high-frequency current measurements.
B-field measurements
The primary magnetic diagnostic is a 12-channel B-dot probe array. These 12
channels are arranged into four 3-axis cluster to measure the vector magnetic field
at four locations located 17.5, 19.5, 21.5 and 25.5 cm from the electrode plane.
Density/temperature measurements
Several Langmuir probes built by Pakorn Wongwaitayakornkul are also present in
the experiment to measure plasma density and temperature. The probes consists
of a small wire inserted into the plasma and biased at a large negative voltage to
measure a local ion flux.
2.3 Double Loop Apparatus
The first version of the double loop experiment was much smaller with two parallel
loops of similar dimensions (R=4 cm) to the single loop experiment [14, 15]. The
new geometry of two offset loops (R=12 cm) was motivated by observations of solar
arcades in which similar geometries are unstable to magnetic reconnection. Much of
the power, gas, and B-field supply systems was built by former grad student Zachary
Tobin. A movie of the evolving flux ropes is linked here and a movie of the firing






Figure 2.6: Mechanical drawing of double loop experiment showing the primary
features. (F1,F2) are the two flux ropes, (M1) is the magnetic probe, and (V1) is the
volume in which the probe can measure magnetic field.
Power Supply
The power supply for the double loop is essentially double that of the single loop
experiment. Each loop has its own 59 µF capacitor which is typically charged from
3-6 kV. The charging circuitry and triggering systems are also independent.
Background magnetic field
The magnetic background field is generated by four separately controlled solenoids,
one behind each electrode. The power supplies allow the magnitude and polarity of
the field to be controlled from -0.1 to 0.1 T at the electrode footpoints.
Gas supply
The gas supply system is again double that of the single loop. Four fast gas valves




Two high-voltage capacitive probes are used to measure the voltages of both loops.
The full probe design by Xiang Zhai can be found in [19].
Current measurements
As with the single loop, the current of each loop is measured with a Rogowski coil.
Magnetic measurements
Volumetric B-field is measured using a rotatable B-dot probe array. This array
consisted of fifty-four, 5.6 µH surface-mount inductors in a linear array of 18 three-
axis clusters (1 cm spacing). Rotating and translating the probe can access a volume
containing most of the lower loop and a portion of the upper loop (Figure 2.6).
2.4 Jet Apparatus
Last, but not least, is the jet experiment. This venerable piece of equipment has
undergone 16 years of operation without significant changes, and continues to
provide a range of unexpected plasma phenomena to study. The current scientific
focus has shifted to smaller length scales and non-MHD phenomena (e.g. X-rays,
wave pulses) associated with fast magnetic reconnection.
Power Supplies
The 120 µF capacitor bank consists of two 60 µFAerovox Industries, Inc., capacitors,
each switched by a GL-7703 size A mercury-vapor ignitron. Four Belden YK-198
low-inductance coaxial cables connect the capacitor bank to the electrodes. The
capacitor bank provides a sinusoidal current trace, with a peak current of ∼ 100 kA
and period of 30 µs for a 5 kV charging voltage.
Background magnetic field
The background poloidal field is generated by a coil behind the electrodes (R = 9.55
cm, 110 turns).
Gas supply
The gas supply consists of four fast gas valves, two for the outer 8 nozzles (e.g.
outer left, outer right) and two for the inner 8 nozzles. Each fast gas valve can be
triggered separately. An additional gas input nozzle (see Figure 2.7) can add a target







Figure 2.7: Mechanical drawing of jet experiment and relevant diagnostics. (W1)
is the quadruple wave probe and (W2) is a single wave probe. (M1) is a 60 channel
B-dot probe array. (I1) is a movable interferometer arm and (T1) is a Thompson
scattering beam path. (G1) is an additional gas input nozzle for gas collision
experiments.
Voltage probe
Voltage is measured using a Tektronix P6013A high voltage probe. This probe has
a rise time of 7 ns and a range of 0-12 kV.
Rogowski coil
Total current is measured using a Rogowski coil. The output of the coil is passed
through a passive RC integrator (R = 86 Ω, C = 2 µF, RC = 172 µs) instead of
using digital integration.
Magnetic probe
The magnetic probe has sixty channels organized into twenty 3-axis clusters with
2 cm spacing. The probe can translate and rotate to access different parts of the




A heterodyne He-Ne laser interferometer, originally built by Deepak Kumar, has
recently been upgraded by Byounghoon Seo to use a fiber for most of one the
interferometer arms. The upgraded interferometer can now translate and rotate to
give a much more detailed density measurements of the jet.
Thompson scattering
Thompson scattering setup built by Byounghoon Seo using a Nd:YAG (532 nm,
neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet) laser. Due to the presence of ion lines
near the 532 nm wavelength in other gas species, the setup is only able to measure
hydrogen plasmas. Temperature measurements (2-4 eV) agree with spectroscopic
line ratios.
Wave probes
Based on the design by Xiang Zhai [20], several wave probes have been built to
measure high-frequency magnetic oscillations. These probes are sensitive up to
GHz frequencies and are significantly better shielded from electrostatic oscillations
than the other magnetic probes. More details on the probe designs and specifications
are given in Chapter 6.
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C h a p t e r 3
VERIFYING AXIAL FLOWMECHANISM IN FLUX ROPES
Laboratory measurements of B(x, t) in a volume enclosing portions of two arched
flux ropes show flux rope collimation driven by gradients in axial current density.
These measurements verify the three predictions of a proposed MHD collimation
mechanism [21]: (1) axial magnetic forces exist in current channels with spatially
varying minor radius, (2) these forces can drive counterpropagating axial flows, and
(3) this process collimates the flux rope. This mechanism may explain the axial
uniformity of solar loops and is relevant to other systems with current channels of
varying minor radius such as solar prominences and astrophysical jets.
3.1 Introduction
For many years models of arched magnetic structures in the solar corona have
assumed a magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) force-free equilibrium (µ0J = λB, J ×
B = 0) where pressure and gravity forces are assumed to be negligible (|∇P |/|J ×
B| ≈ 0, |ρg|/|J × B| ≈ 0) [9, 8]. These force-free models are an advancement
over potential magnetic field models (B = ∇Ψ, J = 0) but still have difficulty fully
matching observations [10, 11, 12]. Outstanding discrepancies between force-free
models and observation include the unexpectedly strong collimation of coronal loops
[22, 23, 24] andwhy large loops have significantly higher density than expected from
a hydrostatic equilibrium [25, 26]. Other proposedmechanisms to explain overdense
loops [27, 28, 29] or loop collimation [30] treat these two problems separately.
The mechanism proposed in Bellan [21] observes that both collimation and over-
dense loops could be explained by net current flowing along the flux rope axis
(Fig 3.1). This theory observes that current channels with changing minor radius,
(Jr, Jz , 0) have an unbalanced component of the magnetic force along the flux rope
axis:







where “s” is the distance along the loop axis from the footpoint. Such forces could
increase the equilibrium density of loops by providing a force opposing gravity along
the loop axis. Furthermore, if these forces exceed gravity, they will drive counter-
propagating flows from both loop footpoints which convect poloidal flux to the loop
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apex, leading to loop collimation. This mechanism is relevant to the collimation
and equilibrium of coronal loops [31], vertical upflows in solar prominences [32,
33, 34, 35, 8], the fast counter-streaming flows observed along prominence and loop
axes [34, 36, 35, 37, 38] and the persistent collimation of astrophysical jets [39, 40,
41].
This chapter presents measurements of the time-dependent vector magnetic field
B(x, t) in an annular volume containing portions of two experimental plasma flux
ropes (Fig. 3.2a). Analysis of these measurements provides experimental verifica-
tion of the three key predictions of the collimation theory: 1) axial magnetic forces
exist in widening current channels, 2) these forces can drive counter-propagating
axial flows, and 3) the process drives loop collimation. These measurements of
experimental flux ropes are relevant to other MHD plasmas because the ideal MHD
equations have no intrinsic length scale and can be written in a non-dimensional
form.
3.2 Apparatus
The double-loop apparatus is similar to previous loop experiments done at Caltech
[42, 43]. The plasma formation sequence begins by energizing solenoids below each
electrode, producing an arched background magnetic field between each electrode
pair. Then, Argon neutral gas is injected by fast gas valves [44] from nozzles in
each electrode and a capacitor is discharged across each electrode pair. The high
voltage ionizes the gas cloud, driving current along the background B-field, forming
flux ropes. This initial configuration is shown in Fig. 3.2a. These two flux ropes
collide and merge, eventually forming a single collimated flux rope (Fig. 3.1). The
experiment operates inside a 1.6-meter-long, 1.4-meter-diameter vacuum chamber
(base pressure ∼ 10−7 Torr), as described in Hansen, Tripathi, and Bellan [43].
B-dot Probe Array
The volumetric B-field data was acquired using a rotatable B-dot probe array. This
array consisted of fifty-four, 5.6 µH surface-mount inductors in a linear array of 18
three-axis clusters. Each channel is digitized at 12 bits at a frequency of 100 MHz.
By rotating and translating the probe through 750 shots, the array maps out the time-
dependent vector field B(x, t) in a volume containing most of Loop b and part of
Loop a (Fig. 3.2a). Fig. 3.2b demonstrates the high reproducibility (shot variation
∼1%-5%, ±10−3 T) of the magnetic field that makes this 3D scan possible. The
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Figure 3.1: Figure displays collimation theory stages on left and fast-camera images
of the double loop experiment in these stages on the right. Blue arrows at footpoint
highlight the initially diverging current collimating over time.
of 0.1 µs, and extend from 4.5 cm to 22.7 cm above the electrode surface.
Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) interpretation
MHD provides an appropriate description of the experiment since the length (0.5
m) and time scales (20 µs) are large compared to particle scales (plasma frequency:
fpe = 1012 s−1, Larmor radius: rLi = 10−3 m, mean free path: lmfp = 10−4 m) and
the characteristic velocities are not relativistic (v  c). In this limit, the plasma















Figure 3.2: a) Diagram of double loop apparatus showing positioning of electrodes
(copper), initial plasma loops (red), the annular measurement volume (purple) and
the magnetic probe array (green). b) Representative plot of B-field variation for
single direction at single location over sample of 5 shots. c) Comparison of Loop b
power supply current and the calculated 3D current density: J = ∇ × B. The power
supply trace (dark blue) represents ±1σ errorbars for the sample of 750 shots, the
other line (light blue) plots the integrated current density through a Loop b cross
section (
∫
J · dA, this cross-section is plotted in Fig. 3.3).
This equation can be non-dimensionalized to allow for comparisons between dif-
ferent scales. The MHD form of Ampére’s Law is also used, J = ∇ × B/µ0, since
the displacement current is ignorable for characteristic velocities much slower than
the speed of light (| 1c2 ∂E∂t | / |∇ × B| ∼ (v/c)2 ). It also ensures that the current
density is divergenceless ∇ · J = 0. Comparing the measured B-field with indepen-
dent current measurements validates this assumption: integrating ∇ × B/µ0 over a
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flux rope cross-section gives total current in good agreement with Rogowski-coil
measurements of the power-supply current (Fig. 3.2c). The experimental Lundquist
number is S ∼ 100  1 ensuring that magnetic diffusion remains small (η = 3 ·10−4
Ω·m) and the magnetic evolution is governed by the induction equation:
∂B
∂t
= ∇ × (U × B). (3.3)
Assuming a plasma can be described by ideal MHD (S  1), its behavior can be
scaled to a dimensionless form. This lack of an intrinsic length scale provides a one-
to-one correspondence between systems with the same dimensionless form. The
following invariant transformations provide scaling between equivalent systems:







v0 → v′, a1a2a3 g → g′, where a1, a2, a3 are free parameters [2]. Table 3.1 shows
the characteristic parameters of the experiment, typical coronal loop parameters,
and experimental parameters scaled to the solar environment using a1 = 2.5 · 10−8,
a2 = 108 and a3 = 104. With the notable exception of gravity, the experimental
parameters scalewell to the solar case. It is important to note that the listed timescale,
τA, is the Alfvén crossing time (τA = L/vA) and not the loop lifetime, which for
solar loops is typically ∼ 102τA-103τA. The experimental plasma lifetime ≈2τA is
limited due to the power supply duration; however, this lifetime is sufficiently long
to resolve the collimation timescale (< τA).
Table 3.1: Dimensionless scaling of Caltech parameters to solar loops
Experimental Parameters B = 3000 G L = 0.5 m ρ = 10−4 kgm3 τA = 20 µs
g = 10 ms2 P = 300 Pa vA=3·104 ms β = 0.01
Scaled Exp. Parameters B = 30 G L = 2·107 m ρ = 10−12 kgm3 τA = 7 s
g = 3 · 10−3 ms2 P = 3 · 10−2 Pa vA=3·106 ms β = 0.01
Typical Coronal Loop B = 50 G L = 2·107 m ρ = 10−12 kgm3 τA = 5 s
T= 1.5 MK g = 300 ms2 P = 1 · 10−2 Pa vA=4·106 ms β = 0.002
3.3 Results
The analysis of the data is limited to the first 12 µs of evolution when the flux ropes
are still within the measurement volume and the shot-to-shot variation is minimal
(Figure 3.2). Within these constraints, the current density J(t), and magnetic force
density, J(t) × B(t), can be calculated at each point in the measurement volume.
Figure 3.3 plots several representations of this data set at t=4.5µs includingmagnetic
field lines, current density isosurfaces, vectors of the magnetic force density (J×B),
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and 2D cross-sections. A movie of the 3D B-field evolution is available here and a
movie of the current density evolution is available here.
Axial Magnetic Forces
As expected from the visible light images of the plasma, the total current has a
funnel-like profile: narrower at the footpoints (rminor ∼ 3 cm), and wider at the apex
(rminor ∼ 6 cm). The |J | isosurfaces in Figure 3.3 show larger current density at the
footpoints (∼ 2.8×106 A/m2) than at the apex (∼ 0.7×106 A/m2). These values are
consistent with the earlier assumption that current density is divergenceless ∇·J = 0
(i.e. the net current through each cross-section should be the same). This flaring
can also be observed in the J cross-section (Fig. 3.3, lower right) in which there is
a diverging radial component.
The J×B force density given by this flared current has a significant axial component.
This axial component can be seen in the 3D vectors plotted in the upper half of Fig.
3.3 and in the J × B cross-section in lower left, where the colormap corresponds
to the axial component. This axial component is vertical at both footpoints and
reverses direction at the apex of the loop. Figure 3.4 plots this axial component
for 22 cross-sections along loop b. This figure demonstrates the existence of axial
magnetic forces directed from both footpoints towards the apex, independent of the
current direction. The magnitude of these values are consistent with Eq. 3.1 and a
more detailed quantitative comparison is included in Appendix C. These symmetric
axial forces directed towards the apex are the primary result.
Axial Pressure and Density
Since the flux rope minor radius does not immediately collapse, the magnetic forces
must be partially balanced by the internal pressure of the flux rope. The slight
imbalance of these forces leads to the observed expansion of the major radius.
Consequently, the magnetic forces on the interior edge of the loop must be greater
than the pressure forces: |J × B|(R−∆) > | ∂P∂R |(R−∆), and the magnetic forces on
the exterior edge must be less than the pressure forces: |J × B|(R+∆) < | ∂P∂R |(R+∆).
Integrating this force asymmetry gives strong bounds on the internal pressure of the
flux rope: ∫ R
∞
Rˆ · (J × B) dR′ < P(r) <
∫ R
0
Rˆ · (J × B) dR′. (3.4)
These measurements show that the axial pressure gradients (103-105 Nm3 ) are compa-











Figure 3.3: Plot of 3D B-field measurements viewed from B-dot probe axis of
rotation at t=4.5µs: B-field streamlines are shown in blue, current density isosurfaces
are shown in orange and colored vectors represent the J×B force density. 2D slices
of J × B and J are shown for the black cross-section where arrows represent the
in-plane components and colors represent the out of plane component. The dotted
white line represents the 50% current contour.
relative contributions of pressure and magnetic forces is included in Appendix C.
Since the temperature of the plasma is fairly uniform and nearly constant in time
(1.92-2.02 eV, from spectroscopic line ratios [45], see supporting information), the
density is proportional to the pressure: n(r) = P(r)/κT . Figure 3.5 shows a plot
of this inferred number density at the footpoints and apex as a function of time.
There is a two-hundredfold increase in density from t=1µs (1019 m−3) to t=10µs
(2 × 1021 m−3) at the apex. This large increase in density suggests large flows from
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Figure 3.4: Plot of magnetic-force-per-length (
∫
S(J × B) · dS) through loop cross
sections along the full loop axis at three times. The J×B axial component is directed
towards the apex independent of the current direction.
the footpoints as there is insufficient background gas present to account for such a
large increase.
Axial Flows
From the density evolution, the axial flow velocity is inferred from the continuity
equation, assuming flow is primarily in the axial direction (sˆ):
∂ρ
∂t










Axial velocity at the footpoints is estimated, assuming the compressible term,











The inferred axial velocities (104-105 m/s) are consistent with the flows imaged in
other experiments [42, 46] for similar currents (20 kA). For comparison, the ion
sound speed is ∼103 m/s and the Alfvén velocity is ∼105 m/s, so the observed flows
are supersonic but sub-Alfvènic. The total axial force divided by the inferred density
(10−6-10−3 kg/m3), sˆ · (J × B − ∇P)/ρ, gives axial accelerations in the range (109-
1011 ms2 ). These accelerations are consistent with the inferred velocities (104-105
m/s), distances (0.1-0.2 m), and times (1-10 µs).
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Figure 3.5: Logarithmic plot of pressure and number density as a function of time.
Density is estimated from pressure bounds, assuming a uniform temperature of 2
eV: n = P/κT .
Flux Collimation
The total axial flux, Ψ, of each loop can be considered constant since the solenoids
generating the background axial field have a much longer decay timescale (τ ≈ 40
ms) than the experiment lifetime (∆t ≈ 30 µs). Consequently, the collimation is
proportional to the magnitude of the axial B-field. In this sense, collimation is any
compression of the initial background field.
Figure 3.6 plots the magnitude of the axial field at the b+ footpoint and at the loop
b apex as a function of time. The axial field strength at both locations increases
by an order of magnitude demonstrating significant collimation (e.g. minor radius
decreases by factor of 3). If the flows were primarily in the radial direction, the
density would only increase by one order of magnitude. Since the density increases
by nearly three orders of magnitude, the mass flux must come mainly from the
footpoints.
3.4 Discussion
The experimental measurements verify the three predictions of Bellan [21]: that
a flux rope with changing minor radius has axial magnetic forces, that these axial
forces can drive counter-propagating flows fromboth footpoints, and that this process
increases collimation of the axial field.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of axial magnetic field strength at loop apex and footpoint
as a function of time. The magnitude increases by more than a factor of ten for both
locations corresponding to a factor of 3 compression in minor radius.
In the solar corona, even small deviations from the force-free paradigm, (i.e. J×B ,
0) can result in significant changes to loop equilibria [12]. For this reason, the
collimation mechanism could be significant in explaining observations of solar loop
collimation, equilibrium density profiles and counter-streaming flows.
For example, a typical coronal loop (T = 1-3 · 106 K, g = 200-273 m/s2, m =
1.67 · 10−27 kg, ρ = 10−12 kg/m3) has a pressure scale height of, HP = P0/ρg =
κT/mg = 30-123 Mm. The equivalent scale height for the collimation mechanism
is, HB = B2θ/(µ0ρg). If a flux rope’s poloidal field at a footpoint is Bθ = 1 G, the
magnetic scale height is: HB= 30 Mm. Since such poloidal fields are routinely
observed in coronal loops [11, 47], this mechanism could explain the discrepancy
between measured scale heights (45-60 Mm) and hydrostatic scale heights (17 Mm)
in some loops [31].
For flux ropes with larger poloidal fields (1-10 G), the mechanism could generate
counter-propagating flows along the loop axis. This could explain the recent obser-
vations of widespread counter-streaming flows in both solar prominences and solar
loops [34, 36, 37, 48, 35, 8].
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C h a p t e r 4
3D MHD NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF SINGLE LOOP
EXPERIMENT
This chapter covers the development and first results of a 3D MHD simulation
for the single loop experiment. The simulation quantitatively reproduces the ex-
perimental loop expansion, shape, and magnetic field. In addition to validating
the simulation, this agreement with experiment gives confidence that the essential
physics of the experiment is well characterized. Since non-uniform initial density
and various boundary fluxes (e.g. mass, helicity) are critical to accurately modeling
the experiment, it is likely that similar detail is necessary for modeling solar loops
and solar eruptions. This simulation is used in Chapters 5 and 6 to supplement the
experimental results.
The key innovation of this simulation is a new method for constructing low aspect
ratio (fat/broad etc.) arched current channels. This method allows study of flux rope
compression which is essential to the mechanisms in Chapters 3 and Chapter 6.
4.1 3D MHD Simulation
The work on the simulation was done in collaboration with Pakorn Wongwait-
ayakornkul and was co-advised by Hui Li at Los Alamos. The simulation uses a
modified version of the Los Alamos COMPutational Astrophysics Simulation Suite
(LA-COMPASS) and was run on the Turquoise supercomputing cluster [49]. The
original code was used to simulate astrophysical jets in the intra-cluster medium
[40] and the Caltech plasma jet experiment [41].
Simulating a measureable experiment provided great physical insight since the
simulation gave clearly incorrect results with the initial hand-waving assumptions.
This initial disagreement led to a better understanding of the experimental initial
conditions and the most important factors in the loop evolution.
Comparison with previous work
There have been several simulations of the single loop experiment over the years
which have mirrored the evolution of the larger simulation community. The first
simulation of the single loop was a code which solved for force-free magnetic
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Figure 4.1: Simulation history of the single loop experiment
equilibria [13]. The next iteration was the PhD thesis of Mayya Tokman [50], a
fully dynamic simulation using exponential propagation techniques, but assumed
incompressible flow (ρ =const).
This new simulation has several unique features which set it apart from previous
work,
• Compressible evolution: density is not constant, (∇ · v , 0)
• Low aspect ratio flux rope: the initial current density profile is extremely
broad/fat.
• Fully dynamic: both magnetic and pressure forces are fully dynamic
These three factors are necessary to properly model the evolution of the flux rope
minor radius and are crucial to the results presented in Chapters 5 and 6.
Numerical methods
The spatial domain is a Cartesian mesh cube with 96 grid points in each dimension
simulating a cube of 363 cm3 and outflow (Neumann) boundary conditions. The
code evolves a set of two 3D vectors (velocity, magnetic field) and two scalars





= −∇ · (ρ¯v¯) (4.1)
∂(ρ¯v¯)
∂ t¯
= −∇ · (ρ¯v¯v¯ + (P¯ + B¯2/2)←→I − B¯B¯) (4.2)
∂e¯
∂ t¯
= −∇ · [(e¯ + P¯ + B¯2/2)v¯ − B¯(v¯ · B¯)] + Û¯einj (4.3)
∂B¯
∂ t¯
= −∇(v¯B¯ − B¯v¯) + Û¯Binj. (4.4)
These equations characterize the four primary conservation laws in ideal MHD:
conservation of mass (4.1), momentum (4.2), energy (4.3), and magnetic flux (4.4).
Equations 4.3, 4.4 both have an injection term which is used to model the flux
injection from the electrodes. The total energy e¯ is defined by e¯ ≡ ρ¯v¯2/2 + P¯/(γ −
1) + B¯2/2, γ = 5/3. The simulation evolves with a timestep of 0.01t0, where t0 is
the normalized simulation unit for time, for 34 time steps.
The solver is a conservative Godunov-type finite volumemethod using a constrained
transport scheme (face-centered grid for B-field) to preserve ∇ · B = 0. Further
details on the numerical methods can be found in [49, 40].
Concerns about using ideal MHD
Despite the many more accurate descriptions of plasma behavior, MHD is used
because it is usually sufficient to capture the bulk behavior of the plasma. In the
case of the single loop experiment, the phenomena of interest are in this large length
scale/slow timescale regime.
The following tables provide a description of the relevant length and time scales
for argon and hydrogen for a characteristic magnetic field |B|= 0.06 T, and density
n=1021 m−3.
Length Scales (m) Symbol Hydrogen Argon
Electron skin depth de 1.7 × 10−4 1.7 × 10−4
Electron Larmor radius rle 6 × 10−5 6 × 10−5
Ion skin depth di 0.007 0.05
Ion Larmor radius rli 0.0024 0.015
Distance between the electrodes L 0.08
Simulation length D 0.36
Chamber radius R 0.70
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Time Scales (s) Symbol Hydrogen Argon
Electron plasma frequency 2pi/ωpe 4 × 10−12 4 × 10−12
Electron cyclotron period 2pi/ωce 6 × 10−10 6 × 10−10
Ion plasma frequency 2pi/ωpi 2 × 10−10 1 × 10−9
Ion cyclotron period 2pi/ωci 1 × 10−6 4 × 10−5
Alfvén time τA = L/vA 2 ×10−6
Simulation duration Tsim 2 ×10−5
However due to the good agreement of the simulated loop with the experiment,
the non-MHD effects are not expected to provide significant corrections to the bulk
behavior, even for Argon plasmas.
Normalization
Length, number density and speed units are normalized to nominal values. This
reduces parameters of interest to order unity and prevents issues with roundoff error.
All other quantities are normalized to reference values derived from these three
nominal values and ion mass (mi). These values are shown in Table 4.1),
Boundary Conditions
At the boundaries (x, y, z = ±R0), Neumann outflow conditions (∂ f /∂x = 0) were
imposed. These boundary conditions allow flow through the boundary by using
a set of ghost cells with values equal to the edge cells. These conditions do still
generate reflections of wave modes.
Initial Conditions
The simulation uses the initial density profile shown in Figure 4.2. In addition to
the two gas cones, a high density wall region is added below the footpoints (z < 0)
to simulate the conductive boundary provided by the electrodes.
The initial background magnetic field (bias field) is generated by specifying a set of
loop currents in a half-circle configuration below the electrode plane. This ensures
that all field lines emerge and terminate at the footpoints. This topology is closer
to that of the experimental field (i.e. where Bz does not change sign on a given
electrode) than a simple dipole and is scaled to match the measured field strength
(600 G) at the loop apex. The resulting initial bias field is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Table 4.1: Normalization constants for simulation
Quantity Unit Quantity Symbols Ar (µ = 40) Solar
Length R0 0.18 m 2×107m
Number density n0 1021 m−3 1.2 ×1015 m−3
Speed Cs0 3.1 ×103 m s−1 300 km s−1
Ion Weight µ = mi/mH 40 1
Time t0 = R0/Cs0 58 µs 67 s
Mass Density ρ0 = n0mi/2 3.3 × 10−6 kg m−3 1.0 × 10−12 kg m−3
Mass M0 = ρ0R30 1.92 × 10−8 kg
Pressure p0 = ρ0C2s0 32 Pa 90 mPa
Temperature kBT = miC2s0/2 2 eV 5.4 ×106 K
Energy E0 = p0R30 0.187 J
Power P0 = E0/t0 3.21 × 103 Watt
Magnetic Field B0 =
√
µ0p0 190.2 G 3.4 G
Magnetic Flux Ψ0 = B0R20 205.4 µWb
Current Density J0 = B0/(µ0R0) 84.1 kA m−2 13.5 µA m−2
Current I0 = J0R20 9.08 × 102 A
Voltage V0 = P0/I0 3.53 V
Magnetic Moment m0 = B0R30/µ0 29.4 A m2
Force Density F0 = B0J0 178 N/m3
(b)
(a)
Figure 4.2: Plots of the initial conditions for the simulation. (a) Plot of background
magnetic field. Field lines are shown in blue, source currents for this field are shown
in red (i.e. 10 thin loops arranged in a semi-circle), and the high density plasma
wall at the footpoints is shown in grey. (b) Initial number density profile above the
high density wall. The origin of the density pileup at the center of this profile is
explained in Chapter 5.
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Components of Density Distribution
Background Density The MHD solver cannot process regions of high vacuum
(e.g. density must be greater than 10−10 kg/m−3 everywhere in the simulation
volume). Therefore, a small uniform background density 3.3 × 10−10 kg/m−3 is
added prevent code errors while not affecting the morphology of the flux rope
evolution.
High Density Wall The density below the footpoint level is set to be extremely
high, relative to the plasma density, to simulate the conductive, stationary boundary
provided by the copper electrodes,
ρwall(z) = ρlargeH(zwall − z), (4.5)
where ρlarge = and zwall = 1 cm from the bottom boundary (y = −R0). The wall was
also initialized with zero pressure such that there would be no motion from pressure
gradients.
Single Gas Valve The Caltech experiment has detailed measurements of the neu-
tral density profile emerging from a single footpoint. This measured profile is that
of an exponential cone:
ρn(r, z) = ρ0
(
z0






|z | + z0
)2]
(4.6)
where K = tanα
√
log 2 = 1.1 and α ≈ 54◦ is the half cone angle. z0 = 0.01 m
is an offset distance in the z direction. ρ0 = 2 × 10−3 kg m−3 is the density at
the footpoints. All the parameters are chosen to match the measurements made
by fast ion gauge [17, 18]. The use of two adjacent nozzles results in a pileup
region between the two cones due to the finite mean free path. This effect is further
explained in Chapter 5.
Initial Velocity
Since the sound speed of neutral gas (1 km/s) is 10 times smaller than the speed
of the plasma expansion (∼ 10 km/s), we can assume that the plasma is initially
stationary throughout the whole spatial domain.
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Initial Pressure
The initial pressure scales with initial plasma density, assuming the system is isother-
mal (except for the wall region which has zero pressure). Several measurements
[51] imply a reasonably uniform temperature of 2 eV in our plasma.
Background Magnetic Field
The background magnetic field is generated by a set of 10 loop currents equally
spaced along a 4 cm radius half circle beneath the loop footpoints. Each of these
loops is given a current of 6.31 × 105 A. The expression for the vector potential of
each loop is given by,
Aφ(r, θ) = µ04pi
4Ia√
a2 + r2 + 2ar sin θ



















1 − 2n (4.9)
k2 =
4ar sin θ
a2 + r2 + 2ar sin θ
. (4.10)
where r, θ, and φ are the usual spherical coordinates. This expression is taken from
[52].
Themore terms that are used in the series, the thinner the current profile. Conversely,
truncating this particular series results in a finite radius current loop. The loops
used in the simulation were truncated at N = 80, where the aspect ratio R/r ≥ 3.
Current Injection
Diffuse poloidal flux is continuously injected into the simulation domain corre-
sponding to the electric current measured in the experiment. The diffuse current
profile is constructed from the superposition of 110 thin circular current loops,
where each loop has the analytic magnetic field expression from Eq. 4.7. The loops
heights and radii are adjusted such that all loops pass through the footpoints,
d2 + (∆z)2 = R2 (4.11)
where ∆z is the vertical offset, R is the radius, and d = ±4 cm are the footpoint
locations. To avoid singularities, the elliptic integrals are approximately evaluated
using truncated power series, N = 80. This injected distribution, shown in Figure
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4.3a, is physically motivated by experimental current density measurements which
indicate that the current profile begins as a flared diffuse structure and maintains
this outer diffuse current during helicity injection. Figure 4.3c shows the current
path of 10 loops in yz-plane with apexes equally spaced from 1.2y0 to 2.6y0. Figure
4.3b shows another view of the profile in xz-plane with 11 sets of 10 current
loops distributed over θyz ∈ [−54◦, 54◦] respect to the yz-plane. The injected
current profile is stationary throughout the simulation. Since we are principally
interested in the formation phase, we do not attempt to model the helicity extraction
or the decreasing current after toff=20 µs. The experimentally measured current
undergoes a damped oscillation with the period T = 40 µs, so we model the
temporal dependence of the injection as
d
dt





H(toff − t), (4.12)
where ÛB0 has only spatial dependency and H is the Heaviside step function. This
injection method allows us to better match the injection of magnetic helicity and
energy in the experiment. Several alternate schemes and their corresponding issues
are described in the next section.
Alternate Injection Schemes
A number of other injection schemes were tried before settling on the final version
and the following sections briefly outline these other schemes and their associated
problems.
Boundary Injection Region
The previous use of the LA-COMPASS code simulated the Caltech astrophysical
jet [41]. This code injected axisymmetric flux in a localized “engine region” near
the z = 0 plane. This method was the first candidate to provide helicity injection for
the single loop. To adapt this method for the loop geometry, the equivalent of two
jets were injected, one at each footpoint and with opposite currents. It was expected
that the current would follow the arched background magnetic field, giving a loop
geometry. This was a poor assumption. The resulting simulation produced two jets
which did not merge to form a coherent flux rope.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of spatial profile of the current injection. Each red circle
represents a thin circular current loop. (a) The 3 dimensional view showing all 110
loops. (b) The 2 dimensional cross section in xz-plane. (c) The 2 dimensional cross
section in yz-plane. The spatial units are in centimeters.
Footpoint Rotation
The next scheme involved rotating the footpoints. This local rotation injects a
co-axial current distribution by twisting the axial field at each footpoint.
There are a number of other issues which made this scheme difficult to apply to the
experiment:
• The velocity forcing at the footpoints prevents self-consistent evolution of
loop collimation.
• The net current is zero since rotation injects coaxial current.
• The magnetic twist from the footpoint rotation propagates/changes slowly
compared to the near-instantaneous changes in experimental current.
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• The current profile is entirely determined by the background magnetic field
where in the experiment the current is heavily restricted by the gas distribution.
• The scheme conflicts with the presence of the high density wall since wall
motion guarantees finite wall pressure, leading to large pressure gradients and
flows in the vertical direction.
Flared Initial Current Profile with no Injection
Another set of initial conditions used an initially flared profile with no injection.
Since diffuse current at large radius does not significantly affect the dynamics at
small radii, this scheme allowed the loop to sweep up additional current as it
expanded, giving an effectively increasing current in the primary loop structure.




The simulation reproduces the shape and major radial expansion of the experiment.
Figure 4.4 compares a sequence of images from the experiment and an equivalent
sequence of synthetic images from the simulation. The characteristic cusp shape is
the result of the density pileup region between the two gas valves. This gives the
simulation a very similar shape to the experimental images.
Figure 4.4: Image sequences of loop evolution comparing white light images of the
experiment (upper panel) with synthetic images of the experiment (lower panel).
The synthetic images plot the line integrated J · P2.
Furthermore, Figure 4.4 shows that the apex position and velocity are well matched
to the experiment. This quantitative matching gives reasonable confidence that the
simulation captures the first order dynamics present in the experiment.
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Magnetic Field
The magnetic field of the simulated loop quickly evolves from the broad current
injection profile to a well collimated flux rope. The interior of the flux rope (rminor <
2 cm) remains highly twisted (5-10 turns) while the outer portion (2 < rminor < 8
cm) is only slightly sheared (< 1 turn). Consequently, the edge safety factor (where
the edge is defined to enclose 95% of the current) is quite large and the plasma
should be stable against global sausage and kink modes. Figure 4.5 shows the
global magnetic field profile as well as the region accessible to the magnetic probes.
Figure 4.5: Figure shows the global magnetic field structure of the loop at t=3.48
µs after breakdown. The loop is visualized using an image on the left and the
simulated current density on the right. The blue annulus above the loop represents
the volume accessible to the magnetic probe and the electrodes are depicted below
the footpoints (copper electrode +, blue electrode -).
Figure 4.6: Plot of experimental B-field from magnetic probes and equivalent
measurements at probe locations in simulation.
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Flows and collimation
The simulation also shows evidence for the collimation mechanism described in
Chapter 3. As the broad injected current profile from Figure 4.3 rises and collimates,
axial flows from both footpoints are generated. Figure 4.7 (left) shows the axial mass
flow (dm/dt) 3 cm above a loop footpoint as a function of time. To illustrate the
effect of these flows on the density profile, a simulation was run with an initial
density profile that did not have a pileup region (Figure 4.7, right). This plot shows
the axial density of the loop at different times starting with a smooth initial density
profile (no initial pileup region). The axial profiles at later times demonstrate that
the relative density increases at the loop apex from the counter-propagating flows.
Figure 4.7: Plot of axial flow at the footpoint (left) and evolution of the axial density
profile (right).
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C h a p t e r 5
HELIX OR CUSP?
5.1 Introduction
The downward dip feature present in the single-loop experiment [53, 42, 54] has
remained poorly understood for almost two decades. This feature is extremely
reproducible and happpens every experiment. A typical image of this dip is shown
in Fig. 5.1a. The interpretation until now has been that the dip seen in images is
the projection of a helical loop axis generated by the kink instability [53, 42, 55].
However, there are several problems with this interpretation. First, the observed
dip is always downwards, whereas the kink instability should generate both upward
and downward helical perturbations. Second, images from other angles show little
evidence for helical structure in the third dimension (Fig. 5.1b). Third, kink
modes should grow but the dip remains a constant size. Lastly, the dip feature also
appears in the FlareLab flux rope experiment [55], but not in other similar flux rope
experiments [56, 57]. Alternative to the helical interpretation is that the dip is a
sharp downward cusp, but this interpretation has no obvious formation mechanism
and has consequently not been considered until now.
Figure 5.1: (a) Side view of lab experiment flux rope showing dip at apex, (b) top
view of lab flux rope showing little evidence of helical shape, (c) sketch of side view
for helix interpretation, (d) sketch of side view for downward cusp interpretation
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This chapter identifies a formation mechanism for the cusp shape sketched in Fig-
ure 5.1d and provides detailed evidence from theory, experiment, and simulation
supporting the cusp interpretation. The proposed mechanism is that neutral gas,
injected from fast-gas valves at both footpoints, collides at the loop midplane cre-
ating a density pileup region. This causes the loop apex to have a greater linear
mass density than the rest of the loop and, since the apex and the rest of the loop
experience equivalent forces, the apex will have a slower acceleration, leading to the
formation of a downward cusp during expansion. This theory explains why the dip
is always downward, why there is no helical structure or dip growth, and why the
feature only appears in experiments with gas injection from both footpoints. The
results indicate that density perturbations can greatly distort the shape of an erupting
flux rope and that introducing such perturbations may suppress external kink modes.
These results are applicable to all MHD flux ropes with density perturbations (solar
prominences, tokamaks, astrophysical jets etc.) and are especially relevant to the
morphology of solar eruptions. Furthermore, other plasma experiments which use
fast-gas valves [58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 53, 42, 54, 63] should be aware of the potential
for non-linear interaction between multiple gas valves.
5.2 Experimental Apparatus
The primary experiments of interest are the different iterations [53, 42, 54] of the
Caltech single-loop experiment. All of these experiments exhibit the apex dip feature
and have similar designs. The experimental apparatus is the latest incarnation of
the Caltech single loop experiment. This apparatus was described in Chapter 2
and more detail can be found in Ref. [54], but a brief review is provided here.
The experiment has a single pair of electrodes with internal solenoids and fast-gas
valves [64]. The system is mounted at the end of a 1.5 m long, 0.92 m diameter
vacuum chamber with 10−7 Torr base pressure. The solenoids, located behind the
electrodes, generate an arched background magnetic field (< 0.1 T). Fast valves then
release cones of neutral particles over 5 ms [18] through holes in the electrodes into
the vacuum chamber. High voltage applied to the electrodes by a 59 µF capacitor
ionizes the gas to form an arched plasma of density n ∼ 1021 m−3. The capacitor
is typically charged to 2.5-5 kV driving 30 kA of current for 10 µs. Schematic
diagrams of the experiment and start sequence are shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup showing cones of neutral
gas (blue) ejected from holes in electrodes (copper), plasma loop (red), solenoids
(green) for providing background magnetic field, and gas injection system
Other Experiments
The FlareLab experiment at Ruhr University Bochum was designed based on the
Caltech apparatus and has similar gas supply, timescales, electrodes, and magnetic
fields [63]. This experiment also observes a downward apex dip.
The PPPL apparatus is located in theMRX facility [56]. It uses uniform background
gas injection as well as fast-gas valve injection at a single footpoint. Plasma is also
generated via high voltage breakdown from the electrodes. However, the timescale
for this experiment is ∼ 1 ms, 100 times longer than the Caltech loop, and is
comparable to the gas diffusion time. This experiment does not observe apex dips.
The UCLA single loop experiment [57] is generated in a uniform pre-ionized plasma
and utilizes LaB6 electrodes with much lower currents (600 A). Additional density
is added from laser ablation of targets at the footpoints to trigger eruptions. No apex
dips are observed in this experiment either.




is mounted at the end of a 1.5 m long, 0.92 m diam-
eter vacuum chamber with 10−7 Torr base pressure.
The solenoids, located behind the electrodes, generate
an arched background magnetic field (< 0.1 T). Fast
valves then release cones of neutral particles over 5 ms
(Yun 2008) through holes in the electrodes into the vac-
uum chamber. High voltage applied to the electrodes
by a 59 µF capacitor ionizes the gas to form an arched
plasma of density n ∼ 1021 m−3. The capacitor is typi-
cally charged to 2.5-5 kV driving 30 kA of current for 10
µs. The schematic diagram of the experimental setup is
shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup
showing cones of neutral gas (blue) ejected from holes in
electrodes and plasma loop (red)
2.2. Other Experiments
The FlareLab experiment at Ruhr University Bochum
was designed based on the Caltech apparatus and has
similar gas supply, timescales, electrodes, and magnetic
fields (Tenfelde et al. 2014). This experiment also ob-
serves a downward apex dip.
The PPPL apparatus is located in the MRX facility
(Myers et al. 2016). It uses uniform background gas
injection as well as fast-gas valve injection at a single
footpoint. Plasma is also generated via high voltage
breakdown from the electrodes. However, the timescale
for this experiment is ∼ 1 ms, 100 times longer than
the Caltech loop, and is comparable to the gas diffusion
time. This experiment does not observe apex dips.
The UCLA single loop experiment (Tripathi & Gekel-
man 2013) is generated in a uniform pre-ionized plasma
and utilizes LaB6 electrodes with much lower currents
(600 A). Additional density is added from laser ablation
of targets at the footpoints to trigger eruptions. No apex
dips are observed in this experiment either.
For comparison, Figure 3 shows the white light images








(a) Caltech Single-loop (b) FlareLab
adapted with permission from
Tenfelde et al. (2012)











(c) PPPL MRX (d) UCLA SPD
provided by Clayton Myers adapted with permission from
Tripathi & Gekelman (2010)
neutral pre-fill and FGV
at single footpoint
background plasma
Figure 3. Comparison of white light images for solar flux
rope experiments with their gas supply. Only experiments
with fast-gas valves (FGV) at both footpoints observe dip
feature.
3. THEORY
3.1. Single Gas Valve
The Caltech experiment has detailed measurements of
the neutral density profile emerging from a single foot-
point (Moser 2012). This measured profile is that of an
exponential cone:












where K = tanα
√
log 2 = 1.1 and α ≈ 54◦ is the half
cone angle. z0 = 0.01 m is an offset distance in the z
direction to avoid singularities. ρ0 = 2 × 10−3 kg m−3
is the density at the footpoints.
Figure 5.3: Comparison of white light images for arched flux rope experiments with




The Caltech experiment has detailed measurements of the neutral density profile
emerging from a single footpoint [18, 17]. This measured profile is that of an
exponential cone:
ρ(x, y, z) = ρ0
(
z0






(|z | + z0)2
]
, (5.1)
where K = tanα
√
log 2 = 1.1, α ≈ 54◦ is the half cone angle, z0 = 0.01 m, and
ρ0 = 2 × 10−3 kg m−3 is the density at the footpoints.
Two Gas Nozzles
The two gas nozzles (1 cm apertures) are equally spaced in the y direction (y0 = ±4
cm) and point in the z direction. This gas injection from both nozzles creates
overlapping gas cones. If the mean free path is large, the neutral gas in the two
cones will not interact and the final distribution is simply a linear superposition of
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two cones (Figure 5.4a). However, if the neutral gas has amean free path comparable
to the system size (∼ 10 cm), the gases will interact and a density pileup will form
between the two cones. The mean free path is defined as: `mfp = (σn)−1 where σ
is the cross-section and n is the number density. Calculations of `mfp for the three
main gases used in the experiment are shown in Table 5.1.
Under standard experimental conditions all three gases have a mean free path less
than 3 mm. Since the overlap region is several centimeters wide, there should be
significant interaction between the two cones.
H2 He N2
n (m−3) 1020-1021 1020-1021 1020-1021
σ (10−19 m2) 2.62 2.35 4.16
`mfp(m) 0.0027-0.027 0.003-0.03 0.0017-0.017
Table 5.1: Parameters for Density Pileup. Densities are from [17] and cross-section
data from [65, 66]
Pileup Region Model
Estimating the extent and magnitude of the pileup involves evaluating how the
density from cone 1 penetrates into cone 2. To first order, this pileup should be
confined to the scale of the mean free path, `mfp and conserve mass. To satisfy these
basic constraints, the pileup model is constructed such that the interpenetrating
density is compressed to an exponential profile with local characteristic length,
`mfp(z):







ρ(x, y′+y0, z) dy′. (5.3)
This corresponds to integrating the density from cone 1 (e.g. left cone at y = −y0)
that penetrates the XZ-plane at each height, and redistributing it in an exponential
profile with characteristic length, `mfp(x, 0, z). The process is mirrored for cone 2.
The estimated density pileup from this exponential profile increases the apex density
by a factor of 1.6 relative to the non-interacting case. Figure 5.4 highlights the
difference between the case of no interaction `mfp > 0.1 m, and the pileup region
model, `mfp  0.1 m: a pileup region creates peaked density contours as distinct
from the flat profile of a direct superposition. For the gas cones and densities
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Figure 5.4: Density profiles for (a) direct superposition of two gas cone profiles and
(b) modeled gas profile with finite neutral mean free path (Eq. 5.2)
described here, this model predicts that the pileup effect is only significant for valve
separation distances less than 12 cm.
Although this is an ad hoc model, 2D measurements of the FlareLab initial density
profile [67, 68, 69] show a peaked density distribution, with contours very similar
to Figure 5.4b, indicating a comparable pileup region at the loop apex. This pileup
model is used in Section 5.5 for the initial conditions of a 3D MHD simulation of
the experiment.
Hoop Force
The hoop force is an outward radial force present in all curved current channels.
This force exists because the internal magnetic pressure of a current loop is greater
than the exterior magnetic pressure. The equation of motion for an infinitesimal
segment of a circular current (length ds, major radius R, minor radius a, and average
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mass density ρ¯) is given by:














where I is the current flowing through the plasma loop, and li is a constant of order
unity related to the internal current distribution [54, 42]. Approximating the term
in square brackets in Eq. 5.5 as constant and assuming a linearly rising current,
the major radius expands quadratically with time: R(t) ∝ t2/√ρ¯ [42]. However,
sections of the loop with higher density will accelerate more slowly and lag behind
the global expansion.
5.4 Experimental Results
Several observed features on the Caltech experiment indicate the presence of a
density pileup at the loop apex. The first of these is the presence of a localized
bright region at the loop apex; this bright region can be detected from fast camera
images as early as 500 ns after the breakdown. Since the apex is 6 cm away from
each footpoint, the plasma at the footpoints does not have time to travel to the apex
in 500 ns (vA = 3 · 104 m/s, 6 cm/vA= 2 µs). Consequently, this feature must already
be present in the neutral density. Figure 5.5 shows an image of this bright apex
feature for a Nitrogen loop 1.5 µs after breakdown. This bright feature at the loop
apex extends beyond the major radius in an expanding cone. This expansion of the
pileup region width at greater heights is consistent with the increasing mean-free
path further away from the fast-gas nozzles.
The second observation is that the loop apex always lags behind during expansion,
forming a heart-shaped dip. This expansion is driven by the hoop force described
in Section 5.3. This dip is unusual as it is a large, extremely reproducible feature.
It is always pointed downward, remains a similar size, and appears consistently for
all gases used (H2, He, Ar, N2). The dip moves slower than the leading edge of
the loop and creates a significant deformation from circular expansion. Figure 5.6a
shows the evolution of this apex dip for a N2 loop.
We can also control the shape and location of this apex dip by varying the gas output
of each fast-gas valve. For the symmetric gas output, the dip appears to be sharper
and larger when the gas density output is higher, as shown in Figure 5.7. If the
output of the fast-gas valves differ significantly, the pileup region is shifted away
from the footpoint with greater gas output and towards the footpoint with weaker
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Figure 5.5: Photograph of the loop at 1.5 µs after breakdown. The white dashes
mark the bright feature at the loop’s apex and pileup cone at the midplane
gas output. Figure 5.8 shows superimposed images of a shot with higher gas output
on the right footpoint (red) and a shot with higher gas output on the left footpoint
(cyan). The shift of the bright apex feature is about 3 cm and highly reproducible.
Lastly, when creating plasma loops from a uniform gas backfill, both the bright apex
feature and the heart shape are not observed. Figure 5.6b shows the evolution of a
loop created with uniform Hydrogen backfill.
These observations demonstrate that the apex dip depends strongly on the initial
neutral gas profile.
5.5 Ideal MHD Simulation
The 3D MHD simulation described in Chapter 4 was used to test if the calculated
pileup region could produce the observed dip shape. Using an initial density
distribution with a pileup region, the simulation replicates the shape and expansion
velocity of the loop. Figure 5.9a shows the image of the loop with the dip at the
apex and Figure 5.9b shows a synthetic image from the simulation where intensity is
proportional to current density and number density squared (I ∝ Jρ2). There were
no other set of initial or driving conditions which reproduced the characteristic dip
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Figure 5.6: Plot shows the evolution of two different initial density profiles. (a)
Standard initial conditions with two colliding cones of gas supplied by nozzles in
electrodes. (b) Non-standard conditions with uniform background gas supplied from
sources on opposite side of chamber. Without the gas cones from the nozzles, the
apex dip feature disappears
Figure 5.7: Comparison of dip shape for two different gas outputs. Loop axis is
manually traced with white lines to highlight differences (Gas = H)
shape seen in the experiment.
Figure 5.10 shows that the apex position of the simulated loop also closely matches
that of the experiment. The evolution comprises of three stages. First, after the
initial brightening of neutral gas as shown in Figure 5.5, magnetic forces generate
axial flow and pinch to form a collimated loop [21], resulting in the initial decrease in
apex height. Subsequently, the apex is accelerated by the hoop force [42], colliding
with the neutral pileup region. Lastly, the apex is accelerated to its terminal velocity
from the high magnetic curvature forces, illustrated in Figure 5.11, present in the
cusp.
Given the good match in shape and velocity, the simulation demonstrates that a
pileup region is consistent with the observed loop evolution.
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Figure 5.8: (top) Plot of vertically integrated pixel values. (bottom) Superimposed
images of a shot with higher gas output on the right footpoint (red) and a shot with
higher gas output on the left footpoint (cyan) (Gas = He)
Figure 5.9: Comparison of the cusp shape between experiment (left) and simulation
(right)
5.6 Discussion
The data presented provide strong evidence that the dip feature is in fact a cusp
rather than a helix. The proposed cusp formation mechanism, a neutral pileup
region, resolves all of the inconsistencies with the helical interpretation and achieves
excellent agreement with observation and simulation. This new understanding of
the experiment has implications for both future experiments and solar flux ropes.
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Figure 5.10: Evolution of the loop apex position in 3 stages: (i) the minor ra-
dius undergoes pinching before expansion (ii) the loop collides with the pileup
region temporarily slowing down (iii) the magnetic curvature forces of the cusp
re-accelerate the apex to a terminal velocity
Neutral Pileup Regions
Most other experiments with fast-gas valves do not have the appropriate densities
or length scales necessary to create density pileup regions. However, as in our
experiments, such an effect can greatly perturb the initial conditions and should be
considered in the design of future plasma experiments. The high reproducibility
and simple control of the feature suggests that future experiments could utilize such
pileup regions to study the effect of density perturbations, instabilities, or localized
collisions between plasma and neutral gas.
Relevance of Dip Feature in Solar Context
Since the plasma loop can be described by ideal MHD, its behavior can be scaled.
This scaling allows for three free parameters a1, a2, a3 with the following invariant










v0 → v′, a1a2a3 g → g′ [2]. These transformations provide a
one-to-one correspondence between systems allowing simulated and experimental
plasmas to be scaled to an equivalent system at the space plasma scale. Table
5.2 shows the characteristic parameters of the experiment, typical coronal loop
parameters, and experimental parameters scaled to the solar environment using
a1 = 2.5 · 10−8, a2 = 108 and a3 = 104. With the notable exception of gravity, the
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Figure 5.11: Magnetic tension forces (B · ∇B, arrows) plotted for an apex dip of
a thin flux rope (blue line). Central cusp area has strong vertical magnetic forces
because of the high curvature
experimental parameters scale well to the solar case. However, the effective gravity
associated with the acceleration provides useful insight into gravitational effects.
Experiment B = 3000 G L = 0.5 m
ρ = 10−4 kg m−3 τ = 20 µs
g = 10 m s−2 P = 300 Pa
vA=3×104 m s−1 β = 0.01
Scaled Exp. B = 30 G L = 2×107 m
ρ = 10−12 kg m−3 τ = 7 s
g = 3 × 10−3 m s−2 P = 0.03 Pa
vA=3×106 m s−1 β = 0.01
Coronal Loop B = 50 G L = 2×107 m
T= 1.5 MK ρ = 10−12 kg m−3 τ = 5 s
g = 300 m s−2 P = 0.01 Pa
vA=4×106 m s−1 β = 0.002
Table 5.2: Dimensionless scaling of Caltech parameters to solar loops
The presence of a dense, cusp feature in the experimental flux rope is similar to
common features of solar prominences. It is well established that solar prominences
have inhomogeneous density along their axis and that the highest density is localized
near the apex [70, 71, 72]. Despite these measurements of density modulation,
many models of coronal structures assume constant density [50, 55, 9, 73, 74]. The
experimental results indicate that density perturbations can result in large distortions
of an erupting flux rope, even in the absence of significant pressure or gravity forces.
Consequently, a more realistic density profile should be considered when attempting
to precisely model erupting flux ropes or CME’s.
Furthermore, this denser apexmaterial is thought to sit in a shallowmagnetic dip [75,
76], a similar but less extreme version of the experimental cusp. Many of the models
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simulating this apex density are purely hydrodynamic [77] and ignore magnetic
effects from changes in minor radius. In future experiments, these theories could
be tested by appropriate acceleration of the loop apex, imposing an effective gravity
with appropriate scaling to solar gravity. The acceleration from loop expansion with
current parameters (5 · 107 m/s2) scales to an effective gravity of 104 m/s2 at the
coronal scale, 40 times larger than solar gravity (270 m/s2).
Suppression of Kink Instability
The last mechanism of interest is the effect of the pileup region on the kink instability.
The kink instability is a current-driven instability which drives exponential growth
of long-wavelength helical perturbations. The instability threshold is reached when
the magnetic field lines complete more than one twist around the major axis. The





where L is the length of the major axis, a is the minor radius, Bφ is the toroidal field,
and Bθ is the poloidal field. Full toroids and other line-tied flux-rope experiments,
become unstable for q < 1. B-field measurements of the loop from t = 10 − 14
µs give Bφ(a) = 250 − 560 G, Bθ(a) = 200 − 350 G, a = 2 − 4 cm. From images
we know that the length of the loop is between 40-56 cm in this time-frame. These
values imply an unstable safety factor, q ≈ 0.5. Consequently, it is surprising that
the loop does not exhibit more violent kinking behavior.
We propose that the high density region at the loop apex suppresses the kink since
the unstable kink mode has an anti-node at the apex and the high density region acts
like a stationary node. This effectively halves the axial length available to kink and
doubles the safety factor. Similar suppression of the longest wavelength kink modes
by high density regions has been seen before in astrophysical jet simulations [78]
and experiments [79].
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C h a p t e r 6
MODEL FOR FLUX ROPE CAVITY FORMATION
This chapter details a new model for the cavity portion of the three-part structure
of coronal mass ejections (CMEs). The model proposes that the cavity in a CME
forms because a rising electric current in the core prominence induces an oppositely
directed electric current in the background plasma; this eddy current is required
to satisfy the frozen-in magnetic flux condition in the background plasma. The
magnetic force between the inner core electric current and the oppositely directed
induced eddy current propels the background plasma away from the core creating
a cavity and a density pileup at the cavity edge. The cavity radius saturates when
an inward restoring force from magnetic and hydrodynamic pressure in the region
outside the cavity edge balances the outwardmagnetic force. Themodel is supported
by (i) laboratory experiments showing development of a cavity as a result of the
repulsion of an induced reverse current by a rising inner core flux rope current,
(ii) 3D numerical MHD simulations that reproduce the laboratory experiments in
quantitative detail, and (iii) an analytic model that describes cavity formation as a
result of the plasma containing the induced reverse current being repelled from the
inner core. This analytic model has broad applicability because the predicted cavity
widths are relatively independent of both the current injection mechanism and the
injection timescale.
6.1 Introduction
Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are energetic solar eruptions that occur every few
days, launching millions of tons of magnetized plasma into space. Understanding
and predicting these events is of increasing importance given the potential danger
they pose to spacecraft, aircraft communications, and the electrical grid. However,
reliable prediction of CMEs is difficult because the three dimensional magnetic
structures driving these eruptions in the solar corona cannot yet be measured. De-
spite the limitedmagnetic data, there are extensive white light observations of CMEs
from satellite coronographs. These images consistently display a three-part struc-
ture: (1) a bright shock-like leading edge followed by (2) a dark, croissant-shaped
density cavity with (3) a bright core corresponding to an erupting prominence [80,
81, 82, 83]. The second frame of Figure 6.1a identifies these parts on a typical CME.
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Prior work has focused on developing models and simulations that are consistent
with the magnetic data and still reproduce this observed structure. These models
all propose some form of flux rope (i.e. a twisted bundle of magnetic field lines) as
the fundamental magnetic structure but have different eruption mechanisms [84, 85,
86]. Remote magnetic measurements and various imaging bands suggest that these
three parts are contained within a magnetic flux rope, a twisted bundle of helical
magnetic field lines [87, 82].
Despite some success of these models in reproducing eruption speeds, it is still
unclear how and why the three-part structure forms [88]. The formation of the
density cavity is of particular interest because it is an observable feature which is
linked to the large-scale structure of the magnetic field. These density cavities can
form during a CME or up to several days in advance around an eruptive prominence
[89]. Existing theories of cavity formation use 1D hydrostatic models along fixed
magnetic field lines [90, 91]. These theories are limited to specific magnetic
equilibria and are characterized by hydrostatic scaling resulting from stratification
in the presence of a gravitational field. However, measurements of cavity density
have shown that the density depletion relative to the background is greatest at lower
heights and minimum, or zero, at the top of the cavity [92, 93, 94]. This implies
that a mechanism independent of gravitational stratification is likely responsible for
cavity formation.
This chapter presents a dynamic, magnetically driven mechanism for cavity forma-
tion, equilibrium, and evolution. The model describing this mechanism is motivated
by experimental measurements and 3D MHD simulations. This new model pro-
vides a detailed interpretation of the three-part CME structure in terms of current
densities. The model explains several observed trends including why cavity density
depletion is greatest at lower heights and why prominences with larger cavities are
more likely to erupt [95].
The experimental measurements were done on the Caltech single-loop apparatus
[13, 42, 54]. This apparatus produces a flux rope with dimensionless scaling similar
to solar flux ropes and erupts due to flux injection [54, 96, 97]. The rapidly
expanding flux rope collides with background plasma, forming a distinctive three-
part structure with a core, cavity, and leading edge (Figure 6.1b). Magnetic B-dot
probe measurements indicate that the leading edge is a reverse current layer, i.e., a
layer with current propagating anti-parallel to the main current. Examination of the
bulk magnetic forces in the system shows that the cavity is formed by the mutual
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repulsion of the anti-parallel main and reverse currents.
A three-dimensional MHD simulation [96] reproduces the observed experimental
features and provides further insight into the origin of the reverse current layer. From
the simulation, we are able to identify that the reverse current layer is diamagnetically
induced by increasing magnetic flux from the core current channel. This is simply
the frozen-in flux condition of MHD: the increasing field from the current channel
necessarily induces an equal and opposite current in the background plasma such
that magnetic flux in the background plasma does not change. Since anti-parallel
currents repel, the reverse current layer is driven away from the flux rope, forming
a cavity. The evolution of the simulated flux rope is shown in Figure 6.1c.
The formation and propagation of reverse current layers has been documented in
experiments dating back to the 1960’s [98, 99, 100] and was a technique used to
generate MHD shocks in the laboratory. However, this effect has not been studied
in an arched geometry and, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, has not previously
been used to interpret the three-part structure of CMEs [101, 81, 9]. This work
extends the analytic cylindrical shock solution of Ref. [100] to a current layer
of finite width, δ. This model is then shown to be in good agreement with the
experiment, simulation, and CME observations.
6.2 Experiment
The experiment generates an expanding flux rope (argon) which collides with a
background plasma (hydrogen). The apparatus consists of a magnetized plasma gun
mounted at the end of a 1.6 meter-long, 0.92 meter-diameter vacuum chamber [13,
42, 54, 96]. Figure 6.2 shows the apparatus and Cartesian coordinate system. Two
solenoids, one beneath each electrode, are pulsed to produce an arched magnetic
field, similar to a horseshoe magnet. This background field ranges from 0.3 T at the
footpoints to 0.06 T at the loop apex. Above each solenoid there are gas nozzles
connected to fast-gas valves. These valves are pulsed, releasing diverging flows of
argon neutral gas in two expanding cones with number density 1019 − 1022 m−3. A
neutral hydrogen prefill, n = 3 × 1021 m−3, is added to provide a background gas.
Finally, a 59 µF capacitor charged to 3.6 kV is discharged across the electrodes,
ionizing the neutral gas and driving up to 30 kA for ∼ 10 µs through the plasma.
Less than 2 kA is carried by the bright collimated loop structure with the remainder
of the current traveling in a broad, diffuse outer envelope. The collimated loop has
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Figure 6.1: (a) Image sequence of the three-part CME captured by LASCO-C3 on
October 4th, 2011. This sequence shows a nearly edge on view of the current channel
instead of the perpendicular views shown from the experiment. (b) Image sequence
of composite multiwavelength fast camera images of laboratory experiment. Each
image consists of two bandwidths: filtered Hα (blue) and visible light (red). (c)
Cross-sectional plots of simulated current density in the horizontal direction (Jy)
showing the propagation of the main current (red) and an induced reverse current
layer (blue). For each case, the height evolution of leading edge/reverse current
(blue), core/current channel (red) and cavity width/separation (yellow) are plotted
in the last column.
The dynamics of the current channel and the reverse current are captured by cor-
relating a sequence of visible light images using a multiple-frame fast camera with
measurements made by magnetic probes. The false color images are superimposed
with filtered Hα in blue (H-dominated) and visible light in red (Ar-dominated). Us-
ing hydrogen gas for the expanding flux rope produced equivalent cavity structures
(e.g. ∼2 cm separation) but argon was chosen due to its slower expansion speed
and better imaging properties. Figure 6.1b shows the formation and subsequent
separation of the reverse current layer from the driving current channel. Magnetic
measurements from B-dot probes show that the blue feature in Figure 6.1b contains
a current oppositely directed to that of the primary injected current channel (red
feature). The time dependence of apex positions of the current channel and reverse










Figure 6.2: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup showing the primary
current channel (red), the induced reverse current layer (blue), electrodes (copper),
solenoid (green), and magnetic probe array (yellow)
and are labelled as current channel (i.e., core as in Fig. 6.1a) and reverse current (i.e.,
leading edge as in Fig. 6.1a). Since these features have a non-negligible thickness,
the locations of the apexes are chosen to be at the center of the feature on the z-axis.
The separation (i.e., cavity width as in Fig. 6.1a) between the two features is also
plotted. The cavity width defined by the distance between the two apexes, grows
quickly and reaches the asymptotic value of 2 cm. The projected emission in the
yz-plane shows that the curvature of the reverse current layer is similar to that of the
current channel. The following paragraph describes the method used to identify the
reverse current from magnetic probe data.
The time dependence ofB seen by the probe is from convection rather than diffusion
and images show little change in the different features as they move by the probes,
i.e., ∂/∂z ↔ v−1z ∂/∂t. The horizontal current density can therefore be estimated
from the time dependence of the magnetic field, i.e., Jy = (∇×B) · yˆ/µ0 = (∂zBx −
∂xBz)/µ0 ≈ (∂tBx)/(µ0vz) where vz ≈ 13 − 15 km s−1 as measured from feature
tracking in fast camera images. Additional magnetic measurements in the xz-plane
confirm that the center of the flux rope has spatial variation principally in the z-
direction with much less variation in the x-direction (∂xBz  ∂zBx). Figure 6.3
shows experimental Jy profiles calculated from Bx(t) measurements at 3 locations
(x, y = 0, z =17.5, 19.5, and 21.5 cm); the inset shows a zoomed-in view of the
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reverse current, and indicates that this reverse current layer appears spatially ahead
of the main current. The spatial distribution and motion of the primary and reverse
currents match the features observed in the fast camera images.
The current channel in the experiment expands due to the hoop force, a consequence
of greater magnetic pressure on the inboard side of the loop than on the outside
[42]. During this expansion, the current channel collides with the background gas,
inducing a reverse current layer of ionized hydrogen.
Figure 6.3: (Left) Calculated Jy(t) profiles at three locations show the distribution
and propagation of the reverse current and the current channel in the experiment.
Inset shows a reverse currents in more detail. (Right) The equivalent plot of Jy
obtained from the simulation at the 3 locations close to those in the experiment.
6.3 Simulation
To gain further insight into this reverse current layer, the experimental setup was
simulated using a 3D MHD equation solver code, a subset of the Los Alamos
COMPutational Astrophysics Simulation Suite (LA-COMPASS) [49]. This code
is described in previous papers simulating the Caltech plasma jet experiment [41]
and the arched flux rope experiment [96]. The ideal MHD code evolves a set of
dimensionless parameters: density ρ, pressure P, magnetic field B, and velocity v
on a Cartesian grid with non-reflecting outflow boundary conditions.
The initial density profile consists of (i) exponential cones emerging from the gas
nozzles at each footpoint1, (ii) a uniform background gas ρb = 1.0 × 10−5 kg m−3,
1Without background gas, cone density decays as z−2. Addition of background gas constrains
gas cones such that density decays as z−3
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and (iii) a high density region below z = 0 to simulate the anchoring effect of the
electrode boundary. The neutral density in the z > 0 region is



















where ρ0 = 4.8×10−3 kg m−3 is the density at the footpoint, K = tanα
√
log 2 = 1.1,
α ≈ 54◦ is a half cone angle, y0 = 0.04 m is the footpoint location, z0 = 0.01 m
is an offset to avoid singularities, and ρb = 1.0 × 10−5 kg m−3 is the background
density. Initial pressure is defined such that P = (ρ− ρb)κT/mi where mi =mass of
hydrogen ion, and κT = 2 eV. The ρb is subtracted because the background is cold.
The plasma is assumed to be initially at rest v = 0.
The backgroundmagnetic field is constructed from a set of 10 current loops arranged
in a half-circle below the footpoints, each with a current of I = 631 kA. This
arrangement produces a horseshoe-magnet field topology with a magnitude ranging
from 0.2 T at the footpoints to 10−3 T at the upper edge of the simulation. The
field from each current loop is calculated from a truncated series approximation for
the vector potential of an infinitely thin loop [52]. This truncation gives an analytic
expression for a current loop which is non-singular and divergence-free.
From t = 0 to t = 10 µs, azimuthal flux is added to the domain to match the rising
experimental current, Iexp(t) ≈ I0 sin(2pit/T) where T = 40 µs and I0 = 30 kA. This
azimuthal magnetic field corresponds to a diffuse arched current constructed from
the superposition of 110 current loops and conforms roughly to the shape of the
gas cones (i.e., a 54◦ flared angle at the footpoints). About 5-10% of this diffuse
injected current condenses into a collimated core current channel as observed in the
experiment. A more detailed description of this injection scheme can be found in
Wongwaitayakornkul et al. [96].
This setup simulates a flux rope with increasing current that expands into a back-
ground plasma. As observed in the experiment, the simulated current channel
produces a reverse current layer as the current channel collimates and expands out-
ward. Figure 6.1c plots a time series of Jy from the numerical simulation in the
yz-plane, showing a reverse current layer propagating in front of the main current.
The shape and position of themain current and reverse current layer are in reasonable
agreement with the experiment (±20%) as can be seen by comparing Figure 6.1b
and 6.1c. Figure 6.3 compares the current density Jy in the simulation and in the
experiment at the three magnetic probe locations. The experimental current density
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Jy (left) is broader than in the simulation (right) because of magnetic diffusion from
finite resistivity in the experiment. However, the morphology of the profiles are
quite similar, as both show a reverse current layer propagating ahead of the core
current channel.
Reverse Current Formation Mechanisms
The reverse currents in the simulation are generated by a locally increasing B-field
between the current channel and background field. This occurs via twomechanisms:
flux injection and flux compression. Flux injection relies on addition of azimuthal
flux from increasing current to the interior of the current channel, where the az-
imuthal direction is defined relative to the current channel axis. This necessarily
creates a reverse current at the boundary since the added flux from increasing current
is confined to a finite volume. It should be noted that previous simulations which
employ current injection [50, 102, 103], also see the production of reverse current
layers but did not identify them as such.
0.0 �s 1.2 �s 2.3 �s
Figure 6.4: Sequence of simulated Jy evolution showing reverse current generation
from the pinch effect without flux injection.
Reverse currents are in addition induced by compression of the current channel.
One simple demonstration of this effect is the evolution of a diffuse arched current
similar to the popular flux cancellation model [85, 104, 105]. Figure 6.4 shows the
evolution of this system: the interior edge of the current expands faster than the outer
edge, collimating and compressing the current channel. This similarly increases the
azimuthal field (relative to the current channel axis) at the current channel edges,
inducing reverse currents around the primary current. In fact, any flux rope with an
azimuthal field that decays faster than 1/r will have a reverse current layer.
Consequently, reverse current layers are commonly observed in compressible plas-
mas and/or plasmas with flux injection [106, 104, 50, 102, 103]. We believe both
compression and injection are responsible for the reverse current layer observed in
the laboratory experiment described in Section 6.2.
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6.4 Snowplow Model for Reverse Current
This model extends the infinitely thin snowplow analysis from Greifinger and Cole
[107] to a finite-width reverse current layer and has three key features: an increasing
current channel, an expanding reverse current layer, and a density cavity between
the current channel and the reverse current layer.
Figure 6.5 illustrates the model. The configuration consists of a vertical (yˆ) cylindri-
cal current channel with finite radius a and increasing total current I(t) in a uniform
plasma of density ρ0, magnetic field B0 yˆ, and pressure P0. The current channel is
surrounded by a shell/layer of induced reverse current at position b(t), correspond-
ing to the shielding effect of the background plasma. The inner radius of this shell
of reverse current is initially at position b(0) = a and the shell is assumed to have
a constant thickness δ and a uniform current density Jy = −I/σ across its width,
where σ = pi(2δb + δ2) is the cross-sectional area of the shell. The motion of the
reverse current shell is governed by an expansive force resulting from the mutual
repulsion of the oppositely directed currents competing with a restoring force from
the background pressure and background magnetic field external to the shell.
































(2b + δ)2 . (6.2)







The total confining force fc is calculated as the product of the background pressure
and the shell outer perimeter:








Figure 6.5: Illustration of the model. The current I is in the +z-direction in the
main current channel (red) and in the -z direction in the reverse current shell (blue).
The reverse current layer of thickness δ expands radially forming a cavity region in
between them (left to right). The plot shows the radial dependence of the normalized
axial field (Bz, blue) and azimuthal field (Bφ, red). The table lists model regions
with their corresponding magnetic fields.








= fe − fc. (6.5)




(b(t) + δ)2 − a2
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. (6.6)
The full equation of motion for the current layer can therefore be written as










− ÛM Ûb. (6.7)
The last term on the right hand side is a consequence of momentum conservation
from the increasing mass of the layer.
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Non-Dimensional Form and Equilibrium
Equation 6.7 can be put in dimensionless form to compare plasmas having different
scales. The characteristic velocity is chosen to be the Alfvén speed vA = B0/√µ0ρ0
and the characteristic time is chosen to be the Alfvén crossing time τ = a/vA. This
choice of normalization has three free parameters: B0, a, and ρ0 so Eq. 6.7 becomes




(2b¯ + δ¯)2 − pi(b¯ + δ¯) [1 + β] −
Û¯M Û¯b, (6.8)
where normalized values are indicated with a bar, (e.g. I¯ = I/I0 = Iµ0/(B0a),
M¯ = M/(ρ0a2)) and β = 2µ0P0/B20). In both the experiment and the simulation,
the evolution prescribed by Eq. 6.8 reaches equilibriumwithin a fewAlfvén crossing
times (i.e., t ∼ 5a/vA). This fast equilibration time implies that the observed cavity
widths are relatively independent of the current injection timescale. Solving for this
equilibrium ( Ûb = 0, Üb = 0) gives:





















For δ  beq, the solution is a simple pressure balance where Bφ(beq) = B0
√
1 + β.
In dimensioned quantities, the equilibrium cavity size is beq = µ0I/(2piB0
√
1 + β)
where I is the main current and B0 is the background field. Since the dependence
on plasma β is weak, and the mechanism is independent of the collisional mean free
path, the effects should be similar across a wide range of plasma parameters.
Core Acceleration
The effects of an accelerating frame can be quantified by substituting [b(t) − h(t)]
for b(t) in the expansive term, where h(t) represents the height of the loop apex as




3[b(t) − h(t)] + 2δ
(2[b(t) − h(t)] + δ)2 . (6.11)
This substitution effectively shifts the central current channel (the red cylinder in
Figure 6.5) off-axis with speed ∂th(t). However, for speeds ∂th(t)  vA, the cavity
width is not significantly affected and the cavity again reaches an equilibrium width
within a few Alfvén crossing times. Equivalently, the system reaches a similar
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equilibrium width in a moving frame if the momentum conservation term Û¯M Û¯b is
small compared to the magnetic terms. This limit is a reasonable approximation for
the cases of interest and the next section will show that the cavity widths predicted
by the stationary model agree well with the experiment, simulation, and CME
observations. Consequently, the model can be used to infer the internal current
I ≈ 2pibeqB0
√
1 + β/µ0 from cavity width for both stationary flux ropes and flux
ropes moving at sub-Alfvénic speeds.
6.5 Scaling to CMEs
The understanding gained from the experiment, simulation, and theory provide new
insights for interpreting the three-part structure of CMEs. The leading edge, cavity,
and core elements of a CME respectively correspond to the reverse current layer,
the cavity and the central current channel of the model. This new interpretation
is still a flux rope structure but the interpretation identifies where the currents are
flowing: the main current channel is the core, the cavity is a region of expanding
azimuthal flux around the main current channel, and the leading edge corresponds
to a compressed reverse current layer between the core current and background
plasma.
It is important to evaluate how the experiment and simulation scale to the solar
situation. To do this, we follow the MHD scaling method in Ryutov, Drake, and
Remington [2] and so normalize each system using a reference length a, a reference
magnetic field B0, and a reference density ρ0. The reference time for normalization
is then given by τ0 = a
√
µ0ρ0/B0. The reference parameters for both the simulation
and experiment are a = 5.0 × 10−3 m, B0 = 0.01 T, ρ0 = 2 × 10−7 kg m−3,
τ0 = 2.5 × 10−7 s. The reference parameters for the 2011 October 4 CME event are
a = 1.0 × 109 m, B0 = 1.0 × 10−5 T [108, 109], ρ0 = 3.0 × 10−17 kg m−3, τ0 = 710
s. The density is estimated from a typical CME mass M = 1012 kg [110] divided by
the core volume, pia2piR, using R = 5a. The laboratory, simulation and CME event
can then all be expressed in terms of the same dimensionless variables.
Figure 6.6 compares the scaled height and time of the leading edge and core, as
well as the separation between the leading edge and core, for theory, simulation,
experiment, and CME observations. Separation is defined as the center-to-center
distance between the main current channel and the reverse current shell. The center
of the reverse current shell is at b¯ + δ¯/2. The theoretical black line is calculated by
solving Equation 6.8 with δ¯ = 0.25, b¯(t¯ = 0) = 1, Û¯b(t¯ = 0) = 0, and a sinusoidal
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ramping current, I¯ = [I¯0 + 20 sin(pit¯/60)] where I¯0 ∼ 2pi
√
1 + β is set such that
the system is initially at equilibrium. This dimensionless current corresponds to an
experimental current of 1 kA and a solar current of ∼ 5× 1012 A. This agreement of
normalized parameters in Figure 6.6 indicates that the reverse current mechanism
can reproduce the observed three-part structure at the solar scale.
Reverse Current
Current Channel

















Figure 6.6: Comparison of the cavity width for all the different scenarios, taken
from the right column of Figure 6.1. Color: (blue) Reverse current, (red) current
channel, (yellow) separation, and (black) theory (b¯(t) + δ¯/2). Style: (o) CME on
2011 October 4, (x) laboratory, and () simulation. In this plot, the separation is
defined as the center-to-center distance between the main current and the reverse
current layer. Vertical errorbars are ±0.5 for all traces. The black line represents a
numerical solution to Eq. 6.8 with δ¯ = 0.25 and I¯ = [I¯0 + 20 sin(pit¯/60)].
Cavity magnetic fields
The model is also consistent with the much higher twist (> 10 turns) of cavity
magnetic fields as compared with the dense prominence structures (< 3 turns).
Ubiquitous observations of spinning vorticies [111, 112], twisting “horn" features
from 171 Å observations [113], and forward-calculations of polarimetric measure-
ments [114, 115] all indicate a highly twisted magnetic field inside cavities. Such a
highly twisted field must be supported by a core current and, furthermore, the cavity
must have a paucity of axial field. This twist corresponds to Bφ/By in Fig. 6.5:
a central current (low twist) surrounded by a cavity filled with azimuthal flux and
negligible By (high twist).
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Cavity density profiles
The model also provides an explanation for observations of maximum density de-
pletion near the core prominence [92, 93]. If the snowplow assumption is relaxed,
the compressional leading edge will continuously diffuse with some decay profile,
resulting in a non-empty cavity region with maximum depletion near the core and
rising density towards the reverse current layer. This profile is the opposite of what
is predicted by cavity models assuming gravitational stratification.
Consequences for flux rope stability
The model also has implications for flux rope stability. Since the equilibrium
cavity size beq = µ0I/(2piB0
√
1 + β) is proportional to the ratio of expansive and
confining forces, prominences with larger cavities should be more likely to erupt.
This inverse relation between cavity size and stability is consistent observations
[95]. Furthermore, the model predicts that cavity width should vary according
to the background field as observed in experiments with spatial variation of the
strapping field. Consequently, the cavity width along the prominence axis as a
function of height implies a particular decay profile of the background field. This
could determine whether a particular flux rope is torus unstable [97]. The model
can also be used to measure the time dependent internal current of a prominence,
I(t) = (2pibeqB0
√
1 + β)/µ0 and resolve questions about helicity injection rates
before and during eruptions [116, 83].
6.6 Discussion
We have reported experimental measurements of a reverse current front in advance
of an expanding flux rope. Simulations indicate that this reverse current is induced
so as to conserve flux in the background plasma as the current density of the core
flux rope increases. To explain this phenomenon, we presented an analytic model
describing the formation and propagation of the reverse current layer. The model
provides a simple mechanism for cavity formation above a flux rope: anti-parallel
currents repel, which drives the reverse current layer away from the core flux rope
forming a density cavity between the forward and reverse currents. Since the
model has a weak β-dependence, the laboratory results are eminently scalable to
the solar corona. Dimensionless comparisons show quantitative agreement between
experiment, simulation, theory, and coronagraph observations. The model is also
relevant to other observed trends including why cavity density depletion is greatest
at lower heights [93], why cavity magnetic fields are significantly more twisted than
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their core prominences [90], and why prominences with larger cavities are more
likely to erupt [95].
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C h a p t e r 7
WIRE SIMULATION
In the process of working on the single and double loop experiments, a simulation
was developed to model each arched flux rope as a current carrying wire. This
reduced physics model gives a computationally fast description which can charac-
terize 3D flux rope motion to first order. This description is particularly well-suited
to model the experimental flux ropes because the loop current is an easily specified
boundary condition.
The simulation was constructed to provide a simple method of testing different
experimental configurations. However, it has also proved useful in evaluating various
phenomenological theories and mapping the magnetic fields and forces of complex
3D flux rope shapes.
The following sections describe the basicmodel, how the simulation is implemented,
and several useful applications of the simulation on different experiments.
7.1 Reduced physics model
The wire model uses several parameters to characterize each loop,
1. 1D Path R(x, y, z, t)
2. Current I(t)
3. Minor radius a
4. Axial magnetic flux Φ
5. Total mass M
These parameters fully define the state of each loop at a given time. This loop state
is modified by two forces: the hoop force associated with the poloidal magnetic field
due to the loop current and the tension force associated with stretching of the axial
magnetic flux, Φ.
The hoop force is calculated as the magnetic force on a wire,
fhoop(r) = Id ®`× B(r) (7.1)
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where d ®` is a vector representing the length and direction of a wire segment. This
captures the driving expansive forces from the imposed currents.
The tension force is a reactive restoring force from inductive currents. To approxi-
mate this effect, the expression for the tension force is constructed to conform to two
limits of the loop length, L: the initial conditions L = L0 where the tension force is
zero and the large expansion limit L  L0 where the force should be proportional











where ®κ = rˆ/Rc is the curvature vector.
This model assumes there is no background plasma and that the loops are thin (i.e.,
large aspect ratio R/a  1). The axial flux is assumed to convect with the loop and,
since there is no background plasma, the B-fields exterior to the loop minor radius
are potential magnetic fields.
7.2 Implementation
The implementation of this model represents each loop path as a 3D cubic spline.
This continuous representation gives a well defined length parameterization, smooth
derivatives, and arbitrary linear resolution for calculations of the magnetic field.
Simulations are typically run with n = 100-200 spline knots which is sufficient to
resolve the lengths scales (0.02-1 m) of interest.








Ii(t) d ®`× (r − Ri)
|(r − Ri)|3 (7.3)
where i is the loop index, Ii(t) is the loop current, d ®` is in the direction of the loop
current, and Ri is a position along loop path i. Although the number of calculations
for Biot-Savart scales quadratically with the number of points, the B-field only needs
to be calculated along the 1D spline to evaluate the magnetic forces. This reduction
to 1D makes the model computationally fast for small numbers of loops.
Each spline knot is assigned a massm = M/n associated with a constant linear mass
density of the loop. The points are advanced with explicit time steps by updating
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Figure 7.1: Plot of magnetic field along the center axis of a current loop (R = 5.1cm,
a = 0.5 cm, I = 10 kA) for theory and simulation (n=100). This demonstrates that
the numerical implementation works as expected.
the velocity and position at each time step,




R j+1 = R j + v j∆t
These time steps are adaptively constrained such that ∆t < aumax , where a is the
minor radius and umax is the maximum velocity. Spline points are re-interpolated
each time step to maintain equal spacing.
The lower boundary is made impervious (uz |z=0 = 0) to approximate the copper
electrodes. Loop footpoints are also anchored to their initial positions.
7.3 Comparisons with analytic models
The model reproduces magnetic fields and forces from known analytic expressions.
Figure 7.1 shows a plot comparing the analytic and numerical calculations for the
B-field along the axis of a current loop.
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The code also agrees with the analytic expression for the hoop force-per-length of a














Table 7.1 shows comparisons of Eq. 7.4 with numerical calculations using the
simulation. The numerically calculated forces are within a few percent error for a
range of aspect ratios.
Table 7.1: Hoop force comparison: ratios of numerical force over analytic hoop
force
R/a=5 R/a=7 R/a=10 R/a=20
n=50 1.13 1.03 1.20 1.01
n=100 1.03 1.06 1.10 1.16
n=200 1.03 1.07 1.03 1.08
These sanity checks confirm that the simulation works as expected.
7.4 Applications
This model turned out to have a number of useful applications for a variety of
experiments. The following sections will classify the various insights from using the
simulation into several categories: loop shape and motion, distribution of different
magnetic forces, the effects of density variations, and modeling magnetic field
topologies.
Non-dimensionalization
Since the simulation usesMHD forces, the entire system can be non-dimensionalized






means that any linear scaling of mass density, B-field, or length will simply scale
the time dependence. For example, if the mass density is changed by a factor of 4,
it will take twice as long to reach the same positions. Similarly, if the current is
increased by a factor of 2, the loop will evolve twice as fast. Consequently, all sets
of parameters (I, ρ, L) produce the same shape, just on different timescales and it is
not necessary to employ parameter scans.
This scaling is incredibly useful. One application is determining the relative number
densities of different gases. It is known that for the same fast-gas valve settings,
hydrogen gas has a much higher number density than the other gases. Figure
7.2 shows the relative evolution of a hydrogen and argon loop. Since the current
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Hydrogen sim L( tH1.5 )
Figure 7.2: Plot of loop length for experiment and simulation. The argon evolution
is 1.5 times slower than the hydrogen loop which implies the Argon loop is 2.25
times heavier.
and length scales remain roughly the same, the difference in timing (tAr ≈ 1.5tH)
indicates ρAr = 2.25ρH and that nAr ≈ nH/18.
Reproducing loop shape
The simulation can reproduce the shape and evolution of the different experiments.
Figure 7.3 shows a time series of wire simulations of each experiment.
This gives a 3D time-dependent picture of the important driving forces and how
they produce the observed shapes. Dimensionless scaling gives a simple method
for evaluating how the experiments scale with density, magnetic field, and current.
However, the simulations are not identical to the experimental evolution and these
differences identify where additional parameters (i.e., minor radius, axial density
gradients) are important.
Magnetic forces
Another useful application of the model is the evaluation of magnetic forces on
complex 3D current paths.
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Jet (8 loops)Double LoopSingle Loop
Normalization Parameters
R0 = 4 cm
r0 = 0.5 cm
I0 = 104 A
n = 1021 m-3
Normalization Parameters
R0 = 14 cm
r0 = 1.2 cm
I0 = 104 A
n = 1021 m-3
Normalization Parameters
R0 = 13 cm
r0 = 1.2 cm
I0 = 104 A
n = 1021 m-3
B0 = I0μ0/(2πr0) = 0.2 T
vA = B0/√(μ0ρ) = 1 10∙ 5 m/s
τ = 2πR0/vA = 3 μs
B0 = I0μ0/(2πr0) = 0.4 T
vA = B0/√(μ0ρ) = 3 10∙ 5 m/s
τ = 2πR0/vA = 0.6 μs
B0 = I0μ0/(2πr0) = 0.2 T
vA = B0/√(μ0ρ) = 1 10∙ 5 m/s
τ = 2πR0/vA = 3 μs
Figure 7.3: Plots showing that the wire simulation can reproduce the large scale
evolution of the single loop, double loop, and jet experiments.
The first use of this feature was to evaluate the relative magnitudes of the hoop
and tension forces for the single loop experiment. As expected, the tension forces
are only significant within a couple centimeters of the footpoints. Since all of the
experiments are far from equilibrium, the inclusion of the tension force contributes
relatively little to the global evolution and can generally be ignored.
Density variation
As highlighted in Chapter 5, the density profile of a flux rope can have significant







Figure 7.4: Plot of single loop with magnetic force vectors. The hoop force domi-
nates the expansion and the tension forces are only significant near the footpoints.
maintains a uniform linear density. Consequently, the effect mediated by non-
uniform density in the experiment are not seen in the simulation. This is especially
evident for the jet experiment which has an extremely high density front, quickly
decaying density along the axis, and low density in the outer return currents. These
differences are highlighted in Figure 7.5.
Jet kinks at shorter 
lengths without density 
pileup at front
Return current 
expands more slowly 
than experiment
Kink wavelength is 
longer with uniform
density
Kink wavelength is shorter in 
axial segment with lower
density
Jet front is stabilized by high density
Figure 7.5: Plot of simulated jet and experimental jet. Key differences in morphol-
ogy of the kink instability imply that the density variation in the jet is crucial to its
particular shape.
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Figure 7.6: Plot of single field line in double loop experiment. This field line demon-
strates that a complex topology encircling both loops, then each loop individually
before terminating at the adjacent footpoint.
Magnetic field topologies
Due to the complex shapes formed by the various loop experiments, the shape of the
magnetic field is often difficult to determine. This is especially problematic when
interpreting data from magnetic probes. The simulation provides a simple way to
predict what the magnetic field should look like for a particular loop shape. This is
also useful for generating synthetic magnetic probe data which can be used to better
interpret real measurements. Figure 7.6 shows a plot of the complicated fields that
can arise from only two loops.
7.5 Future work
There are several potential extensions of the model,
• Variable axial mass density
• Variable minor radius
• Comparison of wire forces with 3D J × B measurements on double loop
experiment
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C h a p t e r 8
QUADRUPLE WAVE PROBE
This chapter details the construction and first results of several high frequency
(1-20 MHz) ÛB-probes, designed to measure magnetized plasma waves in the jet
experiment. The construction of the probes is motivated by observations of fast
magnetic reconnection events on the jet experiment (Figure 8.1). These events are
interesting because the reconnection is both spontaneous (i.e., not forced by external
conditions) and fast (ω  ωci). These characteristics are indicative of two-fluid or
kinetic processes (i.e., effects which are not present in MHD).
Since fast magnetic reconnection is still poorly understood, there is no comprehen-
sive understanding of what waves should be observed during and after such an event.
Consequently, detailed measurements of associated waves can be used to constrain
theoretical and numerical models of magnetic reconnection. Several spacecraft,
including the current Magnetospheric Multi-Scale mission (MMS), are attempting
to measure similar reconnection events in the Earth’s magnetosphere for precisely
this reason.
Thewave probe consists of a set of four 3-axis b-dot probes arranged in a tetrahedron.
This tetrahedral arrangement, or quadprobe, is designed to obtain the 3D spatial
variation of B and thereby also calculate the current density J of the wave.
Fast magnetic reconnection occurs 
when jet axis tears
Jet axis near electrodes thinsBeginning of helical (kink) instability
Figure 8.1: Image sequence of hydrogen jet with kink instability. Jet length in these
images is ∼0.3 m
The chapter will first describe the different wave modes present in the experiment,
then describe the probe design. The remaining sections discuss the major result:
measurements of a whistler wave pulse generated by magnetic reconnection.
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Figure 8.2: CMAdiagram showing the relevant resonances, cutoffs andwavemodes.
The blue region represents the accessible parameter space in the jet experiment:
B(10-2000 G), n(1015,1022 m−3), f(0.1-10.0 MHz). Resonances are plotted as blue
lines and cutoffs are shown as dotted lines. The red figures represent wave normal
surfaces (i.e., vertical dumbbell shapes indicate propagation mainly parallel to the
backgroundmagnetic field, ellipsoids represent modes which do not have a preferred
direction). There are three possible wave modes in the experiment, the two Alfvén
wave modes and the whistler wave mode. These waves modes are defined by regions
bounded by resonances and cutoffs.
The Caltech jet experiment has a large range of plasma parameters ranging from
|B|= 0.001 T, ne = 1016 m−3 at the outer edges of the jet to |B|= 0.3 T, ne = 1022
m−3 along the jet axis. In this highly non-uniform plasma, there are multiple plasma
modes in the frequency range of interest.
The modes are described here in the “cold plasma wave” limit where any temper-
ature dependence of the dispersion relations is ignored. For the nearly isothermal
experimental plasmas, this is a good approximation. The modes are mapped in
parameter space using the Clemmow-Mullaly-Allis (CMA) diagram, a normalized
representation of the different wave modes as a function of density and magnetic
field (Figure 8.2). The wave modes in the CMA diagram are divided by resonances
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(solid blue lines) and cutoffs (dotted lines). Resonances (n2 → ∞, λ → 0) tend to
absorb waves and cutoffs (n2 = 0) tend to reflect waves.
Since most observed waves are at higher frequency than the ion cyclotron frequency,
the two dominant modes are the fast Alfvén wave and the whistler wave.
The fast Alfvén mode is characteristic of compressional perturbations, is right-hand
circularly polarized and has the following dispersion relation,





where vA = B/√µ0ρ is the Alfvén speed, k⊥ is the component of the wavevector
perpendicular to the background magnetic field, and cs =
√
γκTe+Timi is the sound
speed.
The whistler wave is the fundamental mode of the two-fluid plasma description, is
also right-hand circularly polarized and is characterized by dispersive propagation
(i.e., higher frequencies travel faster). Whistler waves travel mainly parallel to the
backgroundmagnetic field and in this quasi-longitudinal limit (θ ∼ 0), the dispersion





The presence of whistler waves is an indication that two-fluid effects are important.
8.2 Previous work
The probe design is based off of the thesis work of Xiang Zhai, a previous grad
student in the Bellan groupwho built a single high frequency, 3-axis ÛB-probe (Figure
8.3). This work extends this single cluster design to a set of four clusters arranged
in a tetrahedron.
The single cluster design uses single turn loops constructed from 0.047” semi-
rigid coaxial cable (Figure 8.3a). The center conductor is soldered to the outer
conductor at the completion of the loop to complete the circuit. Loops are paired
with another loop of the opposite orientation to provide a differential signal which
reduces commonmode noise (Figure 8.3b). Three of these differential pairs are then
arranged along perpendicular axes to create a 3D cluster (Figure 8.3c). This loop
design provides significant electrostatic shielding and linear frequency response up
to several hundred MHz.
Measurements by this single cluster probe of circularly polarized magnetic oscilla-
tions were published in [117]. However, it is now believed that these measurements
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Differential pair design
Single loop design 3-axis cluster(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 8.3: Single cluster ÛB-probe design from [20]. The coaxial design provides
electrostatic shielding, loops are pairedwith opposite orientations to give differential
signals, and a 3D cluster is formed from 3 perpendicular pairs of loops.
of circular polarization are an artifact of narrow band filtering and significant com-
mon mode noise. This review of the previous measurements is detailed in Appendix
section F.1.
8.3 Quadprobe version 1
The first version of the quadprobe (Figure 8.4a) was built with the same techniques
as the probe from [20]: loops were manually bent into shape using planar pliers and
kept in place using thin strips of painters tape. In this design, the center probe is
longer than the surrounding probes.
Vacuum design
The vacuum mounting of the probe was designed by my advisor, Paul M. Bellan.
The design encases each probe in a 10 mm outer diameter quartz tubes which are
attached to a 2-3/4” conflat (CF) flange using vacuum resin (Torr-Seal). This flange
mounts to a 2-3/4” CF spacer flange (3 in length). The other end of the spacer flange
connects to another 2-3/4” conflat (CF) flange which is welded to a 1 in diameter
steel tube. The whole assembly is attached to the vacuum chamber using a 1 in
diameter feedthrough for the steel pipe. The assembly can translate along and rotate












Figure 8.4: Images of the quadruple wave probe and placement relative to jet
experiment. The probe consists of four 3-axis high-frequency ÛB-probes arranged
in a tetrahedron. Each cluster is encased in an 8mm outer diameter quartz tube.
Probes are labeled with their respective number. Probe #1 is aligned along the
x-axis. Version 1 was located in the first port 15.8 cm from the electrode plane and
version 2 was located in the third port, 46.2 cm from the electrode plane.
This design sets the probe spacing where the distance between any two probes is 2.2
cm. For the first version of the probe, the center quartz tube was 1.8 cm longer than
the surrounding probes and where in the second version, the center probe is shorter
than the surrounding probes by 1.8 cm. The quartz tubes for the surrounding probes
remained 42 cm long.
Calibration
Calibration is conducted using a Helmholtz coil assembly with special mounting
holes arranged in a honeycomb pattern for central placement of each of the four
3-axis probes (Figure 8.6). The honeycomb pattern on the two non-axial plates were
rotated 90◦ relative to each other for calibration of X and Y directions.
The Helmholtz coils each have N=6 turns, with a radius of r = 3 in = 7.62 cm. The
coils used AWG 30 magnet wire and were secured using hot glue. Coil #1 had an








10 mm outer diameter 
quartz tubes
Figure 8.5: Quadprobe vacuum design
in series with coil #1 on the positive side. Coil current was measured using a fast
Ion Physics transformer.
A capacitor, C = 1.37 nF was also placed in series with the coils, giving a resonant
frequency of:








(17.7 + 17.6) ∗ 1.37 ∗ 10−15
= 0.72MHz (8.3)
This resonance was necessary to generate a sufficiently large magnetic field to
calibrate the probes. Signal from single loop probe at 50Ω termination gives a ±1.5
mV signal at maximum gain from the signal generator with a coil current of ±240
mA.









the calibration B-field has an amplitude of 0.17 G, where r is the radius, I is the
current, and N is the number of turn per coil. This gives a nominal probe sensitivity
of 8156 T/V·s at 0.72 MHz.
The calibration was implemented for each cluster by applying a field in each Carte-
sian direction, measuring the probe response, and then inverting the transformation
matrix. This calibration assumes that the B-field does not significantly change di-
rection across the length scale of a given cluster. The x-direction for the calibration
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was chosen to be in the direction of probe #1, the z-direction was chosen to be along
the probe axis pointing into the chamber, and the y-direction is defined as zˆ × xˆ to
maintain a right handed coordinate system.
Figure 8.6: Image of Helmholtz coil assembly
Ferrites
Ferrite beads are a convenient way to eliminate high frequency, commonmode noise
without compromising the original signal. The beads increase the inductance, and
therefore the impedance, of common mode oscillations because the common mode
currents produce an external B-field. The differential signal of the coaxial cable
does not produce an external B-field and is therefore unaffected by the beads.
Cabling consists of semi-rigid cables (RG-402) each 12m long with SMA connec-
tors. Some of these cables were assembled by Jonah Philion, a volunteer summer
student. These bridge the distance from the semirigid probe cables to the data ac-
quisition device. Two bead ferrites were used on each connecting cable, the larger
(12.8 mm inner diameter) had 4 turns of the cable and the smaller one (9.5 mm
inner diameter) had two turns. The ferrite material chosen was mix type 31 (MnZn),
which is appropriate for the range of noise frequencies (1-300 MHz) present in
the experiment (Fig. 8.7). This ferrite material was found to be significantly more
effective at reducing commonmode noise than the ferrite material used on the previ-
ous single-cluster probe (type 3C90, designed for low-frequency power applications
< 200 kHz).
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Figure 8.7: Left: plot of the frequency ranges for different EMI suppression ferrite
materials. Type 31 material is the most effective for the noise spectrum present in
the experiment. Right: image of ferrite beads on single semi-rigid cable. Cable
passes through the large bead 4 times and through the small bead 2 times.
Figure 8.8: (Left) Single pair data from [20] showing differential:blue and common
mode:orange signal (Right) Single pair signal from new probe showing differen-
tial:blue and common mode:orange signal. New probe shows significantly reduced
common mode noise, especially at high frequency, compared to previous version.
The new ferrites provided substantially improved common mode noise rejection
compared to previous versions. Figure 8.8 shows the differential and common mode
signals of the old probe (left) and the new probe (right). This reduction of common
mode noise is critically important to distinguish wave fields in the experiment from
electrostatic noise generated outside the vacuum chamber.
8.4 Quadprobe version 2
Unfortunately, one of the quartz tubes in quadprobe version 1 exploded unexpectedly
while inside the vacuum chamber, likely due to a small defect which grew over time.
This provided the opportunity to redesign the probe. Since the ferrites eliminated
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issues with common mode noise, the second version of the quadprobe used single
loops instead of paired loops. This reduced the complexity of re-assembly and
provided spare parts for use in a revised single-cluster probe.
The vacuum structure was also altered to have the center probe shorter instead of
longer than the surrounding probes. This reduced the perturbation of the center
probe in the tetrahedral volume.
Improved fabrication techniques
In the process of rebuilding the quadprobe, newmanufacturing aids/techniques were









Figure 8.9: Improvements to probe manufacturing: (a) pliers with conical jaws, can
bend loops without tearing outer conductor, (b) 3D printed molds for shaping loops
for different axes, (c) image of several loops after addition of red high-dielectric
spray paint to prevent shorts between loops (d) 3D printed alignment structure for
loop clusters.
The previous loop manufacturing process involved manually bending the loops
around a 10-32 screw with regular pliers and a vise. This process required both
significant force and dexterity to prevent tearing of the outer conductor at the small
radius of curvature (r=3 mm). Loop manufacturing was made substantially easier
via the purchase of a pair of pliers with conical jaws (Figure 8.9a). These pliers could
grip and wrap the loops at the correct radius without tearing the outer conductor.
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A 3D printed mold was also made to form each of the different probe axes (X,Y,Z)
(Figure 8.9b). This mold made the loops for each axis a consistent shape.
After forming, the probes were coated using a red high-dielectric spray paint (Figure
8.9c) previously used in [14]. This paint prevented shorts between the probes and
dried substantially faster (1 hr) than the glyptal varnish (6 days) used in previous
versions.
The last improvement was the use of 3D printed mounts to secure the perpendicular
orientation of the loops in each cluster (Figure 8.9). This addition was a substantially
more reliable than the previous method of taping the clusters together.
Single probe version 2
Since the new quadprobe used only half of the previous cables, another single-cluster
probe was built and placed in the vacuum mounting from [20]. This probe retains




Figure 8.10: Images of single cluster probe and placement in chamber.
Wavelength limit
A simulation was constructed to sample arbitrary plane wave data at the four points
of a tetrahedron (side length = 2.2 cm). This was used to test the reconstruction of
B and J at the center of the four probes and to determine which wavelengths could
be accurately measured. Calculation of B and J at the tetrahedron center is done
using a first order Taylor expansion; details can be found in Appendix F.
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Figure 8.11: Error for simulated k-vectors: limit for reasonable interpolation is
λ = 20 cm, k=31 m−1 where error is ∼10%.
As expected, the reconstruction works well for wavelengths much greater than the
probe spacing, λ  2cm and can reasonably interpolate wavelengths larger than 20
cm. The percent error in the reconstructed B and J is shown in Figure 8.11 as a
function of wavenumber k.
These calculations motivated the placement of the second version of the probe
(Figure 8.4) further from the jet into a region of lower B-field and density. Figure
8.12 shows a contour plot of whistler wavelengths as a function of B and n at 7
MHz. This plot indicates that quadprobe version 1 could not properly measure the
current density of whistler waves and that quadprobe version 2 should be at the limit
of measuring the whistler wave current.
8.5 Whistler wave pulse from fast magnetic reconnection
A high frequency wave pulse is observed by the quadprobe concurrently with fast
magnetic reconnection events in hydrogen jets. These pulses are reproducibly
observed every time the jet undergoes a fast reconnection event. The pulse is
determined to be a whistler wave by measurements of the background parameters,
the wave polarization, and comparisons with the whistler dispersion relation.
Figure 8.13 shows the raw signal from the quadprobe x-channels for a wave pulse
observed in shot #22600.
Background parameters
The background magnetic field during the wave pulses is between 10 and 20 G, and
points mainly in the negative x-z direction, Bˆ ≈[-0.6xˆ-0.1yˆ-0.8zˆ] (see Figure 8.14).
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Whistler Wavelength Contours (7 MHz)
quadprobe v.1
quadprobe v.2
Figure 8.12: Contour plot of whistler wavelengths for a typical wave pulse frequency
of 7MHz. Red contours indicate wavelengths too short for the quadprobe to properly
calculate J, green contours indicate wavelength is long enough to calculate the wave
current.
Figure 8.13: Plot of signal from the four x-direction channels from the quadprobe
for shot 22600. High frequency pulse is visible in the raw data without filtering
(left) and the filtered data (right).
The number density is not well characterized at the probe location but should be
within the range of 1015-1020 m−3.
As described earlier in Section 8.1, waves can be classified based on the back-
ground plasma parameters of density and magnetic field. The measured wave
pulses are consistently measured within a certain range of parameters: |B|=[.001-
.002] T, n=[1015-1020] m−3, f=[3-10] MHz. This parameter space is entirely within
the whistler regime of the CMA diagram (Figure 8.15). Consequently, the only
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dZ: 15-30cm Center distance: 46-55 cm 







Figure 8.14: (Plot showing both quadprobe and the single probe locations relative
to the background B-field. Axes are defined such that yˆ is the axial direction, zˆ is
vertically down, and xˆ is out of the page.
propagating wave mode should be the whistler mode.
Polarization
The polarization of the wave can be visualized using a plot called a hodogram. This
plots the B-vector as a path in 3D space as a function of time. Helical or circular
motion of these hodogram paths indicate circular polarization. Figure 8.16 plots
hodograms for shot #22600 for a single probe (left) and for all four probes (right).
These hodogram plots correspond to a right-handed circular polarization for a wave
moving parallel to the magentic field.
Wavevector
Two complementary types of analysis were used to estimate the wavevector. The
first is a simple time of flight calculation and the second involves a new technique
developed by my advisor [118]. The time of flight method is appropriate for
wavelengths smaller than the probe spacing and the second method is only valid for
wavelengths larger than the probe spacing.
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Figure 8.15: Plot of wave pulse parameter space (light blue region, B [.001-.002]
T, n [1015,1020] m−3, f [3-10] MHz) on the CMA diagram. This indicates that the
observed waves should be whistler waves.
Time of flight
The time of flight calculation estimates the wavevector by calculating the propa-
gation velocity of the pulse and then inferring the spatial variation from temporal
measurements.
The wave velocity was estimated by assuming a plane wavefront moving through the
quadprode with a constant uniform velocity. In this limit, the time delays between
the different probes determine the velocity of the wavefront,




where i and j subscripts indicate different probes, v is the wavefront velocity, and
|ri j | = 2.2 cm is the inter-probe distance. These three equations can be inverted to
solve for the three-dimensional velocity vector, v. This technique only works when
the wavefronts passing each probe are of similar shape and have measurable time
delays.
Unfortunately, the shape of the pulse at the four probe locations is not self-similar
enough to accurately measure delay timescales less than 50 ns. Consequently, the
delay times could not be accurately measured.
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(b)(a)
Figure 8.16: (a) detailed hodogram of center probe for shot #22600. This time
frame can be compared with the x-component plotted in Figure 8.13. (b) plot of
hodograms for all four probes where each path is started at the respective probe
position indicated by a white sphere. The observed polarization is consistent across
all four probes.
However, the technique does impose a lower limit on the wavelength of the pulse.
Since the difference in arrival times of the front are small compared to the period
of the oscillations, the wavelength of the pulse must be significantly longer than the
probe spacing. Figure 8.17 shows a plot of a high frequency pulse (Bx channels)
measured with a fast (5 GHz) oscilloscope. The time delay is difficult to determine
since the pulse widths/strengths/shapes vary between the different probes. However,
the plot does demonstrate that the pulse width is ∼5x larger than the maximum delay
time. This implies the wavelength λ ≥ 5 × a = 5 × 2 cm = 10 cm, where a is the
probe spacing. This also implies that the probe can reasonably calculate the wave
current for these pulses.
Calculation from cospatial J and B
The other method of calculating the wavevector takes advantage of the quadprobe’s
ability to calculate the current density. [118] demonstrated that the wave-vector k
can be inferred in a quasi-neutral plasma from time series measurements of J and B
at the same point.
The following is an overview of the k-vector solution which assumes the displace-
ment current is negligable (i.e., quasi-neutral plasma),
µ0J = ∇ × B = ik × B. (8.6)
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pulse width: 70-75 ns
delay < 15 ns
Quadprobe delay times
Figure 8.17: Plot of the wavefront timing for the four Bx components of the quad-
probe for shot #22717. The pulse width is significantly longer than the difference in
arrival times. This data was taken with a 5 GHz sampling rate oscilloscope.
This implies J ⊥ k,B and since ∇ · B = ik · B = 0, the three vectors form an
orthogonal basis. To solve for k, we have:
k(ω) = iµ0 J(ω) × B
∗(ω)
B(ω) · B∗(ω) . (8.7)
This method has recently been successfully used by the MMS spacecraft ([119]) to
measure wavevectors in the solar wind.
Applying the technique to the wave pulses gives results in good agreement with
the theoretical whistler wave dispersion. Figure 8.18 shows a plot of the calculated
wavevector as a function of frequency for shot #22600. For the dominant frequencies
in thewavepulse (5-10MHz), thewavevectormagnitude is 40-50m−1 corresponding
to a wavelength of 12-16 cm. The wavevector is mainly in the negative zˆ direction,
indicatingmostly parallel propagation (θ < 45◦) relative to the backgroundmagentic
field.
Shots #22588, 22601, 22602 have similar dispersion relations; plots of these can be
found in Appendix F.
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Figure 8.18: Plot of wavevector components calculated from wave pulse in shot
#22600. Theoretical whistler dispersion is plotted for background parameters |B| =
0.0015 T, n = 3 · 1017 m−3. The calculation indicates that the dominant 6-9 MHz
frequencies are mainly in the −zˆ direction.
Timing
The observed wave pulses are also concurrent with voltage spikes on the electrodes,
current spikes, and bursts of X-rays from the reconnecting plasma. The X-ray
bursts were measured with a new X-ray scintillator diagnostic built by fellow grad
student Ryan Marshall. Figure 8.19 shows the similar timing for all of these effects
associated with the jet reconnection event.
The high temporal correlation between all these signals indicates that they are all
related to the magnetic reconnection of the jet. The simultaneous emission of both
X-rays and whistler waves during the reconnection indicates that this particular type
of reconnection cannot be explained by MHD.
Next steps
The wavevector, direction of propagation, and spatial distribution can be better
established. The following are potential next steps for better characterization of
these quantities,
• Modify jet settings to determine how waves vary with density, background
B-field, etc.
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Figure 8.19: Plot of various diagnostics during reconnection event. Shown in
order of top to bottom are the power supply current, the electrode voltage, the
Bx-components of the quadprobe, and signal from the X-ray scintillator detector.
• Move quadprobe and single probe vertically to determine time of arrival at
different radial positions.
• Assemble another single cluster probe out of the spare parts from quadprobe
version 1 and place in additional location.




This chapter detailed the construction and first application of a quadruple magnetic
probe designed to measure the high frequency magnetic field and current density
of waves emitted from magnetic reconnection in the jet experiment. Use of new
ferrite bead material reduced common mode noise by orders of magnitude and the
probe was placed in a location with more constant background field, where the wave
oscillations could be easily distinguished.
Measurements of the quadprobe reveal a short (∼ 2µs) whistler wave pulse emit-
ted during reconnection events. The whistler character of the pulse is confirmed
by measurements of the background field, frequency, polarization, and dispersion
relation. The dispersion relation is extracted from the measurements using a new
method outlined in [118]. These wave pulses also occur simultaneously with X-ray
emission and perturbations of current and voltage. This provides a new diagnostic
for fast, spontaneous magnetic reconnection events.
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C h a p t e r 9
CODED APERTURE IMAGING
The author would like to thank PakornWongwaitayakornkul for his proof of concept
work on a benchtop setup and preliminary design work as a 2013 SURF.
9.1 Introduction
Measuring high energy radiation (>100 eV) is challenging because it cannot be
focused by conventional lenses or mirrors. As a result, the most common imaging
techniques for high energy radiation are pinhole and collimation. Unfortunately,
both of these techniques rely on blocking the majority of incident radiation to form
an image.
Coded or masked apertures are an alternative high energy imaging technique with
much better signal to noise ratio (SNR) than pinhole or collimation imaging [120].
They were initially developed for X-ray astronomy in the 1970’s [121, 122] and have
since been applied in medical imaging [123], high energy particle imaging [124],
and chemical spectroscopy [125]. Despite the vast advantage in SNR offered by
coded apertures, the technique has been slow to catch on, perhaps due to the lack
of computational power when it was first suggested. However, all computational
hurdles have long been surpassed and, for any diagnostic using a pinhole camera
that suffers from low signal, this technique can be used to great effect.
Coded apertures consist of a 1 or 2 dimensional mask, composed of transparent and
opaque elements, which is placed in front of a detector. Each transparent element
acts like a pinhole camera, projecting an image on the detector. Given an appropriate
pattern of these transparent elements, the detected superposition of pinhole images
can be inverted to recover the original image. The advantage in signal scales like N ,
where N is the number of transparent elements [123, 126]. If the dominant source
of noise is shot noise (i.e., discretization noise where the number of detected counts
is small), then the noise scales like
√




In this chapter, part 9.2 will cover theory, part 9.3 will cover design and construction,
part 9.4 will discuss simulation and perturbations, and part 9.5 will cover results.
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9.2 Theory
Coded aperture imaging relies on projecting incident light through a mask pattern
into an invertible superposition of shadow patterns on a detector. This results in
a two step imaging process: projecting the source light through a mask pattern to
encode the image and the decoding scheme for the detected image.
Image projection
For an arbitrary mask pattern, the detected image, D, will be the source intensity
modulated by the mask transmission characteristics. In the far-field approximation
(i.e., the intensity from a point source is approximately uniform across the detec-
tor [123]) the projected image can be represented as a convolution of the mask
transmission, M , and the source intensity distribution, S:
D = S ∗ M . (9.1)
Due to issueswithmask construction, most coded apertures are composed of discrete
opaque or transparent elements (transmission of 0 or 1) [120, 126].
For these discrete systems, the simplest scheme is for each resolved source to project
a single mask element onto a single detector; this resolves any ambiguities produced
by edge effects of partial illumination and greatly simplifies the convolution. With
this constraint in mind, we can derive the spacings and field of view for a given
system.
To achieve 1-to-1 projection of mask elements onto detector elements, the placement
of the mask (see Figure 9.1) is constrained by the ratio of detector element size, d,










where z is the source-detector distance, a is the source-mask distance, and b is
the mask-detector distance. In this case, the magnification of the mask pattern,
d








We can also solve for the field of view (FOV) for a detector of n elements. By design,
each source projects n mask elements onto the detector. This means we must have
2n − 1 individual mask elements: the first source requires n mask elements and the
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remaining n − 1 sources each require an additional mask element (See Figure 9.1).
Solving for the FOV,
FOV = nd +







we find that the FOV depends on the detector element size, mask element size, and
the number of detector elements.
Figure 9.1: Example of coded aperture with 3 detector elements. The source-mask
distance is a, the mask-detector distance is b, and the total distance is z. The mask
element length is m and the detector element length is d. A more realistically scaled
version of this mask-detector pair is shown in Figure 9.9.
Inverting the image in 1D
Inverting the detected image first requires an invertible mask pattern. The condition
that determines whether a mask is invertible is that each point source projects a
unique, linearly independent pattern on the detector. In the case where the far-field
approximation is valid, we can discretize the source distribution into n resolved
pixels, where n is the number of detectors; in this approximation, the projection
calculation becomes a matrix multiplication. Each subsequence of nmask elements
projected onto the detector corresponds to a row of the projection matrix; if all rows
are linearly independent, the projection of the mask is invertible.
Figure 9.1 demonstrates this for the case of three detectors: the top source projects
the top 3 mask elements (1,0,0) giving the first row of the projection matrix. The
other two sources project linearly independent subsequences of three (0,0,1), (0,1,0)
giving an invertible transformation matrix, M:
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To recover the initial image, one simply multiplies the detected array, D, by the
inverse of the projection matrix.
Mask Patterns
The next question is how to find invertible mask patterns of length 2n − 1. The
simplest method is to guess and check with random sequences. The advantage of
this method is that one can choose any open fraction of the mask (percentage of
mask that is transparent); the disadvantage is that there is no guarantee of finding
an invertible pattern.
However, there are also classes of invertible analytic sequences. Themost popular of
these classes are the cyclic difference sets. There are many names and classifications
for cyclic difference sets: Singer sets, pseudo-noise sequences, Paley sets, Hadamard
sets, m-sequences, quadratic residues, twin prime sets, etc.; however, they all share
the same property: each register shift of the sequence is linearly independent of
every other. To make a 1Dmask of length (2n−1) from a cyclic difference sequence
(CDS) of length (n), one concatenates two periods of the CDS with the last element
of the second period omitted. This procedure was used in the mask shown in Figure
9.1: the CDS sequence in this case is (1,0,0) and the mask sequence is (1,0,0,1,0).
This ensures that each resolved position projects a different register shift of the CDS
on the detector, resulting in an invertible transform. Another useful property of
these sequences is that the negative image of any CDS (i.e., exchanging 1’s and 0’s)
is also a CDS.
There are amyriad of construction formulae for different cyclic difference sets which
can be found in references: [123, 127, 128]. In this work we present only a single
construction method for sequences of length 2k − 1 that relies on the coefficients
(mod 2) of primitive polynomials of degree k. This method is taken from Nelson
and Fredman [128].
We construct the fundamental sequence of length 2k − 1 by arbitrarily choosing the
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first k elements, {ei ; i = 1...k} and finding the remaining elements as follows:







where ai is the coefficient of a primitive polynomial of degree k. An example for
a 15-element sequence: we use one of the two primitive polynomials of degree 4,
P(x) = 1+x+x4; a0 = 1, a1 = 1, a2 = 0, a3 = 0, and choose the first four elements to
be 1. This gives the following sequence of length 15: [1,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,0].
Signal to noise ratio
Coded apertures were designed to minimize shot noise by more efficient use of the
detector and thus improve the signal to noise ratio (SNR) by ∼ √N . Accorsi [129]
derives an expression for SNR on a pixel-by-pixel basis. This derivation assumes
Poisson counting statistics and defines several parameters: fraction of counts from
background ξ, finite transparency of opaque elements t, open mask fraction ρ, total
number of pixels NT , total intensity IT , and the fraction of total intensity emitted by





ρ(1 − ρ)(1 − t)ψi j√(1 − t)[ρ + (1 − 2ρ)ψi j] + t + ξ (9.6)
Using this expression, one can optimize the mask for SNR based on the parameters
of one’s setup. For the case of imaging a single point source with a perfect mask and





where N is the number of transparent elements in the mask. Hence we recover the
basic
√
N scaling for the case of a point source. For this case, the optimal mask, with
respect to SNR, is the anti-pinhole mask with only one opaque element, ρ = NT−1NT .
However, for more distributed sources, ψi j  1, the optimal open fraction is reduced
and the SNR gains are smaller. For these more distributed sources it useful to define
some global figure of merit such as: FOM = Σi jSNRi j .
For the Caltech jet experiment, background interference (e.g., electromagnetic in-
terference, EMI) is large and in this large background limit (ξ  1), Eq. 9.6 gives
an optimal open fraction around 50%.
Moving to 2D
For most applications, with the notable exception of spectroscopy, it is desirable to
have a 2D coded aperture. Conveniently, the only requirement is folding an invertible
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1D sequence into 2D. The same principle applies for invertibility: each resolved
source must project a linearly independent shadow pattern. Figure 9.2 demonstrates
folding a 9-element cyclic difference sequence into a 2D mask: every sub-square of
9 mask elements projects a different register shift of the original sequence.
Figure 9.2: This figure depicts folding a 2D sequence into a 2D invertiblemask. Start
with a 1D cyclic difference sequence (shown at top with associated indices). Next
fold sequence such that every sub-square of 9 mask elements projects a register shift
of the original sequence: solid sub-square has zero register shift, dotted sub-square
has 2 element register shift. Lastly, fill in sequence to obtain 2D pattern.
Figure 9.3: Canonical representation of 2D coded aperture system: a light source,
S, a coded aperture or mask, M, and the detector, D. A source at the center of the
field of view projects the central sub-square of 9 mask elements onto the 9 detector
elements.
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The projection matrix of the 2D mask is similar to that of the 1D mask: a 2D matrix
with rows corresponding to the shadows cast by particular source positions. Each
matrix row will correspond to the register shift of a CDS given by the projected
sub-rectangle (Figures 9.2,9.3).
9.3 Design
The initial motivation for the project was to image EUV/X-ray bursts from fast
(∼ 1µs) magnetic reconnection events in the Caltech plasma jet experiment [39,
130]. Imaging these events requires very fast time resolution and high sensitivity.
The visible light prototype was designed within these constraints with portability to







Figure 9.4: Drawing depicting the coded aperture camera in relation to the plasma
jet.
Detector
Due to the constraints of the EUV bursts, namely 1-2 µs events occurring over a
30µs plasma lifetime, the system must be sensitive on a µs timescale. To satisfy
this timescale, a photodiode array was chosen as the detector. Photodiodes of small
size under reverse bias have much faster response time as compared with CMOS
and CCD detectors. Reverse biasing the photodiode arrays greatly increases their
dynamic range and prevents saturation at high light intensity. Five 16-element
photodiode arrays (A2V-16) from OSI Optoelectronics Inc. were chosen as the
detectors because their mechanical design allows for continuous linear mounting.
The arrays are mounted in sockets on a printed circuit board and placed inside a
shielded box with a slit aperture. BNC cables connect each channel to the digitizer
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and all five arrays are reversed biased by four 9V batteries in parallel; no amplifiers
were needed.
The digitizer is a 96-channel (e.g., twelve 8-channel 3300 Versa Module Europa
panels) system from Struck Innovative Systems. Each channel has a sampling rate
of 100 MHz, 12-bit dynamic range, 50 Ω input impedance, 32 kB memory, and an


















Figure 9.5: Circuit diagram of coded aperture detector system. Shielded box for
photodiode array is grounded through a single BNC cable to eliminate ground loops.
Mask
The mask was made by printing out appropriate patterns on standard transparency
paper. This made fabrication accessible, inexpensive, and fast, which was essential
in testing different mask patterns. New mask patterns could be generated, printed
on the office printer, and tested on the experiment within 15 minutes. Two copies
of a printed pattern were stacked together to increase the optical density of the
opaque elements. Mask element dimensions ranged from m = 1.5875 mm (1/16”)
tom = 0.79375 mm (1/32”). Mask patterns were translated into JPEG images using
a Python script and printed to scale by setting the pixels per inch (PPI) resolution.
Mounting
The mounting for the system is important as the system relies on geometric optics:
placement of the mask and detector determines the focal length and field of view
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Figure 9.6: Image showing mask dimensions for mask with element size 0.8mm
(1/32 ”). Additional circular holes are for mounting and alignment purposes.
(FOV) [Eq. 9.3,9.4]. The photodiode array was mounted inside a shielded box with
a slit aperture. The mask was mounted on adjustable rails attached to the main stand.
This allowed the focal length to be adjusted by sliding the rails while maintaining
vertical alignment. For imaging through a given window on the vacuum chamber,
the distance to the plasma was measured, the focal length was adjusted accordingly,
and the FOV, relative to the chamber, was found by shining a laser array from the
detector through the mask. To prevent light from outside the field of view from
entering the detector, horizontal baﬄes were required along the length of the rails.
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Figure 9.7: Image of coded aperture apparatus
9.4 Simulation and perturbations
In addition to the physical apparatus, a 3D coded aperture simulation was developed
in Python to determine the severity of potential perturbations. The simulation inputs
are the positions and orientations of light sources, mask elements, and detecter
elements. Single light sources are represented as point sources and distributed
sources are formed by using a high density of point sources. Light projection from
sources to detector is accomplished via ray tracing from each point source. Rays
that pass through mask elements are deleted and the remaining rays passing through
each detector element are counted. Rays were distributed uniformly spherically and
it was found that convergence was achieved with > 20 rays per source per detector.
This ray formulation allows for testing of perturbations in 3D as well as accounting
for the inverse square intensity of light sources.
Using this simple simulation, several perturbations to the system were examined:




Several different misalignments of the mask were tested using the simulation: verti-
cal and horizontal offsets, tilt towards sources, and rotation around axis of sight. For
these comparisons, the simulation test setup used a 15 element 1D detector array
using a 29 element mask, imaging an off-center Gaussian peak, σ = 6% FOV. A
smaller detector array was chosen for these benchmark tests to reduce simulation
time.
For vertical (along the FOV dimension) perturbations, the FOV will shift by the
number ofmask elements displaced. Horizontal perturbations for a one-dimensional
detectors only shift the field of view but in 2Dwill have the same issues as the vertical
perturbations in 1D. It was found that tilting the mask towards or away from the
detector has little effect for angles less than 10◦. Rotations of the mask along the
axis of sight were not significant until mask elements were rotated out of the source-
detector plane (in general, ωmax < sin−1(h/(mn))/2 where h is the horizontal width
of a mask element). Consequently, for long thin arrays and 2D arrays, the rotational
alignment must be fairly accurate.
Depth sensitivity
Since the coded aperture technique relies on proper projection of patterns, the
sources must be at the correct distance for crisp images. To determine the depth
sensitivity of the apparatus, the full 80 channel system was simulated using appro-
priate distances for a mask spacing, m = 0.8mm and a detector element length,
d = 1.6mm. To estimate the depth of field, a single point source was used and the
signal to noise ratio was calculated as the ratio of the single peak to the RMS of the
remaining FOV. It was found that the system has a depth of field of 1-2 cm.
Tomography using coded coded apertures has been of interest for some time[123,
131]. However, this requires resolving small changes in the size of shadow pro-
jections, effectively requiring heavy oversampling. In general, one can expect the
depth resolution to be at least 5 times worse than the spatial resolution [123].
Partially coded field of view
The partially coded field of view is defined as those areas adjacent to the field of
view which can still project light through the mask onto the detector. This region
extends a distance as large as the original field of view on all sides. Sources in this
region will project an incomplete pattern on the detector that will be inverted as
some arbitrary superposition of values (positive and/or negative) over the entire field
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Depth of Field for Coded Aperture
Figure 9.8: Simulated depth of field for coded aperture system. The system can
accurately reconstruct source distributions in a depth range of 1-2cm. Outside of
this range, sources will be out of focus and contribute noise.
of view. Since the resulting superposition is non-physical, the relative magnitude of
the perturbation in a reconstructed image can be much larger than the relative signal
intensity of the partially coded source. If strong negative intensities are visible in
the inverted image, it may be an indication that partially coded sources are present.
To prevent light from partially coded regions from reaching the detector, one must
extend baﬄes from the detector to the source plane. Unfortunately, extending
baﬄes to the source plane is impractical in many cases (e.g., astronomy) and, in
these situations, the coded aperture cannot image subsections of bright objects.
9.5 Results
The camera has been used to image a radial cross-section of the Caltech plasma jet
experiment [39, 130, 17]. We present here basic tests confirming that the coded
aperture performs as expected.
Image Reconstruction
Several data reduction steps were taken before image reconstruction. First, the initial
data (Figure 9.10) was smoothed using a 200 ns Gaussian window to remove high
frequency EMI (>15MHz) from the raw signal. Second, the calibration of the pho-
todiode array was applied (accounting for background levels and relative sensitivity
of each element). Last, any negative voltages (due to noise) still present in the raw
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Figure 9.9: The coded and partially coded fields of view are shown with respect to
the mask-detector pair in Figure 9.1. Extended baﬄes are displayed, blocking light
from partially coded regions.
data were set to zero. From this reduced raw data, the coded aperture inversion was
applied, yielding physical images.
A typical reconstructed image is shown in Figure 9.11. 2D images of the plasma jet
taken with an ICCD camera (Imacon 200) are shown in Figure 9.12 for comparison.
The major features visible in the coded aperture image are the jet front and the
kinking of the jet axis [132, 39]. The relative intensities of the jet front and the jet
axis differ by a factor of 20-50. The jet axis undergoes a kink instability where the
axis accelerates into an expanding spiral. This spiral shape is projected in the coded
aperture image as sinusoidal motion of the axis center.
Comparing each of these features with the 2D camera images, we find quantitative
agreement in position, intensity ratios, and timing. The dynamic range of the coded
aperture is greater than that of the ICCD, (ICCD pixels are 10-bit, coded-aperture
pixels are 12-bit) and this aids in resolving the large range in plasma light intensity.
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Figure 9.10: Typical raw voltage data collected by the photodiode array.
Given this agreement, we are confident that the coded aperture reconstructions are
valid images.


























































Figure 9.11: Typical coded aperture image of plasma jet cross-section obtained after
decoding. Resolution is 2.8mm/channel. Scale bar on the right ranges from 10 to
540 W/m2.
Comparison with pinhole camera
To benchmark the coded aperture images, they were compared with images taken
using an equivalent pinhole mask on the same apparatus (i.e., a pinhole mask with
same resolution and FOV as the coded aperture). For this instrument, the coded
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Figure 9.12: Sequence of images of plasma jet takenwith fast ICCD camera (Imacon
200). The FOV of the coded aperture camera is outlined in white.




























































Figure 9.13: Image of plasma jet taken with pinhole mask. This was an especially
bright shot (≈ 40% brighter than average) chosen to illustrate the limited sensitivity
of the pinhole configuration. The jet axis disappears at an intensity of 100 W/m2.
Scale bar ranges from 10 to 760 W/m2. Resolution is 2.8mm/channel.
aperture mask gives an integrated raw signal roughly 40 times greater than that of
the pinhole mask (Figures 9.10,9.13). This meets the expectation for a 50% open
mask: a given source will illuminate approximately half of the detectors giving an
n/2 increase in signal relative to a pinhole, where n = 80 is the number of detectors.
The coded aperture camera can resolve features down to 10 W/m2 whereas the
pinhole camera can only resolve features down to 100 W/m2. Even for an especially
bright plasma shot, such as the one shown in Figure 9.13, the pinhole camera is
unable to resolve the kinking of the jet axis.
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If we define the signal to noise ratio as the intensity ratio of the brightest versus
the dimmest identifiable feature, then the coded aperture image has about an order
of magnitude better SNR as compared with the pinhole camera. This matches the
expectation of square-root scaling of SNR.
Brightest Dimmest
feature (W/m2) feature (W/m2) SNR
Coded aperture 540 10 54
Pinhole camera 760 100 7.6
Table 9.1: Comparison of SNR for coded aperture and pinhole.
Measurement of kink instability
Since the jet axis motion is visible in the coded aperture images, we can use this to
estimate the acceleration present during the kink instability. To obtain an estimate
of radial acceleration, we account for projection effects by inferring the angular
position at the points where the kink crosses the initial axis position. From these
points we linearly interpolate the angular position from 16-30µs. Then the angular
projection of a constant radial acceleration is fit to the image data. For the plasma
shot shown in Figure 9.14, the constant acceleration model of the radial motion fits
quite well from 16-30µs. Other plasma shots also exhibited constant accelerations
in the range [6e8,1e10]m/s2. This range of accelerations is consistent with previous
measurements taken with the fast camera [132]. [80]
9.6 Discussion
We have presented the design and first results of a fast (100MHz) 1D coded aperture
system for visible light. First tests show that the system properly reconstructs 1D
cross-sections and scales linearlywith incident light intensity. Furthermeasurements
show that the system has ∼ 7 times larger signal to noise ratio than an equivalent
pinhole camera. A simulation was written to test various perturbations and it was
found that the most significant perturbations were: rotation of the mask around the
axis of sight and light sources in the partially coded regions.
In addition to fulfilling its role as a prototype for an EUV/X-ray system, the system
was able to provide high resolution measurement of the radial motion of the Caltech
plasma jet as it goes kink-unstable.
Now that the technology has been demosntrated to work with visible light in 1D,
the next step is to replace the photodiodes with EUV/X-ray diodes and repeat the
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Const. accel model: 1.1e9 m/s2
Figure 9.14: Plot showing jet intensity over time, fit to jet axis as function of time,
and a constant radial acceleration model. Fit to jet position is done by fitting a
Gaussian profile at each time step and smoothing the resulting positions.
measurements for high energy bands.
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C h a p t e r 10
SUMMARY
This dissertation describes investigations of laboratory flux ropeswith non-dimensional
scaling to solar prominences using a combination of experiments and numerical sim-
ulations. The major experimental results are,
1. A new model for the formation of flux rope density cavities driven by increas-
ing flux rope current
2. Characterization of magnetically driven axial flow/collimation in arched flux
ropes
3. A new mechanism for the suppression of the kink instability by non-uniform
density
4. Measurements of short, coherent whistler wave pulses from fast magnetic
reconnection induced by tearing of a flux rope
In parallel with the experiments, two numerical simulations were developed to
support and interpret the experimental results,
1. A 3D MHD simulation of the single loop experiment.
2. A new reduced physics model for simulating flux rope motion that assumes
each flux rope can be treated as a thin, 1D current path in 3D space.
All of these results are the consequence of an asymmetric or 3D perturbation:
density cavities will only form if the increasing current is localized in space, the
axial flows and collimation only occur in flux ropes with non-uniform minor radius,
the kink instability is suppressed by non-uniform density, and the fast reconnection
from tearing is an asymmetric process. The following paragraphs briefly summarize
each result.
The new model for cavity formation (Chapter 6) is perhaps the most exciting result.
This model identifies a new mechanism for why density cavities form around flux
ropes with increasing current. The central idea is that a flux rope with increasing
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current will induce a shell of reverse current in the background plasma to satisfy the
frozen-in flux condition. Since oppositely directed currents repel, the shell of reverse
current is pushed away from the main current, creating a density cavity. The model
was motivated by observations of cavities forming on the single loop apparatus in
experiments with a background gas. Probe measurements of the structure showed
that the outer boundary of the cavity contained a layer of reverse current. This
same reverse current feature was also seen in the 3DMHD simulation. The primary
application of this model is to explain the density cavities observed around stable
and erupting solar prominences. This model also has relevance to space weather
prediction because it connects a visible feature, cavity size, with the magnetic
stability of solar prominences.
The 3DB-fieldmeasurements detailed inChapter 3 are important for several reasons.
First and foremost, they confirm the three predictions of a longstanding theory [21]:
(1) axial magnetic forces exist in current channels with spatially varying minor
radius, (2) these forces can drive counterpropagating axial flows, and (3) this process
collimates the flux rope. This mechanism can explain the significant discrepancy
between observed densities in solar loops and the predictions of hydrodynamic
models. The other important consequence is that this work developed the necessary
diagnostics, procedures, visualization tools, and analysis tools to do further 3D
investigations on other experiments.
The work investigating the apex dip feature of the single loop experiment upended
a decades old phenomenology (Chapter 5). These experiments and simulations
demonstrated that the dip feature was created by a non-uniform density distribution
rather than a current driven kink instability. This identified a key non-linear inter-
action of gas supply in the experiment and was a critical discovery for quantitative
numerical simulation. Furthermore, these results indicate that such density pertur-
bations in flux ropes can inhibit the kink instability which was intially proposed
to explain the dip feature. This implies that the kink instability threshold for solar
prominences, which are known to have high density at the apex, should be modified
to include the effect of non-uniform density.
A new type of wave diagnostic was successful in measuring high frequency whistler
wave pulses emitted during fast magnetic reconnection events in the hydrogen jet
experiment. The wave character was confirmed by measurements of the background
parameters, the wave polarization, and comparisons with the whistler dispersion
relation. These observed wave pulses are observed concurrently with voltage spikes
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on the electrodes, current spikes, and bursts of X-rays from the reconnecting plasma.
These additional effects indicate the importance of two-fluid or kinetic physics
during the reconnection events. This work also improved previous noise reduction
schemes by an order of magnitude which was necessary to identify the weak wave
signal.
To supplement the single loop experiment, a numerical 3D MHD simulation was
developed from theLosAlamosCOMPutationalAstrophysics Simulation Suite (LA-
COMPASS). The process of developing this simulation demonstrated that previous
assumptions about the experimental initial density distribution, current density, and
backgroundmagnetic fields were not quite correct. Correcting thesemisconceptions
resulted in excellent agreement between experiment and simulation. Themost useful
technique to emerge from this work is a method for constructing low aspect ratio
(fat/broad etc.) arched current channels. This method allows study of the effects
of flux rope compression which are essential to the mechanisms in Chapters 3 and
Chapter 6.
The wire simulation was developed as a simple way to predict the 3D motion of the
experimental flux ropes. This is a reduced physics model that treats each flux rope
as a current carrying wire and evolves each wire path based on magnetic forces.
This reduces the 3D system to a set of 1D paths in 3D space, making the model
computationally fast. The resulting simulation can characterize the motion and
shape of the single loop, double loop, and jet experiments. The model was used
to test different experimental configurations, plot magnetic fields from complex 3D
current paths, and evaluate limits of simple analytic models.
10.1 Outlook
In my humble opinion, the venerable Bellan flux rope experiments still have sub-
stantially more interesting physics to reveal. In particular, this thesis has opened
several new avenues of investigation related to 3D effects, quantitative comparisons
with numerical simulations, and measurements of wave phenomena.
Much of this thesis was devoted to developing diagnostics and procedures for 3D
measurements, 3D visualizations, and 3D numerical simulations of the various flux
rope experiments. This expansion into fully 3D characterization is a new and likely
fruitful direction for the Bellan lab. Few other experiments are as reproducible as
ours and those that are have highly symmetric setups with few, if any, fully 3D
effects. With these new tools, additional 3D studies and measurements are already
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being carried out on the jet and single loop experiments.
At the same time, we now also have 3D numerical simulations with which to directly
compare and contrast the 3D measurements. In this dissertation, the immediate
access and fast iteration time of both experiment and simulation greatly accelerated
understanding of the physical mechanisms. It is likely that future joint efforts will
be similarly enhanced.
The last new frontier for the lab is the study of magnetized plasma waves. Prior to
the current work, wave measurements at high frequency were difficult due to limited
probe sensitivity and significant noise. These limitations have been overcome
and the new quad probe diagnostic has demonstrated the ability to measure and
characterize waves from single plasma shots. This provides a new range of analysis
and measurement techniques for characterizing both the bulk plasma parameters as
well as fast reconnection, shocks and other time-dependent phenomena.
In conclusion, I look forward to the future research that these new avenues and
approaches lead to in future years.
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A p p e n d i x A
PLASMA PHYSICS 101
This appendix covers the basic topics in plasma theory relevant to understanding
the subject matter of this thesis. These topics are the quantitative definition of
plasmas (Debye shielding), the three basic plasma descriptions (particle, two-fluid,
single-fluid), and several aspects of the single-fluid description also known as mag-
netohydrodynamics or MHD (frozen-in flux, J × B force). Understanding these
various descriptions is important because many problems in plasma physics involve
dynamics at multiple length and time scales (e.g. ion scales, electron scales, and
the system scale). This multi-scale nature is in part due to the large mass ratio
mi/me = 1823M between ions and electrons where M is the ion atomic weight.
It is expected that the reader is reasonably familiar with Maxwell’s equations, vector
calculus, differential equations, statisticalmechanics, and classicalmechanics. More
in-depth explanations of these topics can be found in plasma textbooks [133].
A.1 Quantitative definition of plasma
Although plasma physics is usually defined as the study of ionized gases, there is an
additional condition necessary for an ionized gas to be considered a plasma. This
condition is that the gas must be of sufficient density and temperature to exhibit
collective, statistically relevant behavior. In other words, one electron does not a
plasma make. The threshold for this collective behavior is characterized by the
electrostatic shielding or screening length scale of an ionized gas, also known as the
Debye length λD. If an ionized gas spans many Debye lengths (L  λD), it can be
considered a plasma.
The Debye length for a given ionized gas is determined by the temperature and













Denser plasmas have a stronger shielding effect and thinner shielding layers or
sheaths. Due to this shielding property, electric fields cannot exist in steady-state
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plasmas on length scales larger than a few Debye lengths. Table A.1 shows the
density, temperature and Debye lengths for a wide range of plasmas. These lengths
are significant because they define a minimum length scale for plasma
n T λD lm f p L
units m−3 eV m m m
Solar corona (loops) 1015 100 10−3 105 108
Solar wind (near Earth) 107 10 10 1011 1011
Magnetosphere (tail lobe) 104 10 100 1014 108
Mag. fusion (tokamak) 1020 104 10−4 104 10
Lab plasma (dense) 1020 5 10−6 10−2 10−1
Lab plasma (diffuse) 1016 5 10−4 10 10−1
Table A.1: Comparison of plasma parameters (density n, temperature T , Debye
length λD, collisional mean-free-path lm f p, and system length scale L) in different
regimes. Adapted from [133]
A.2 Particle description
When a plasma passes the Debye threshold, it has a statistically significant number
of particles at each position and can be described by a velocity distribution function,
fσ(x, v, t). This function characterizes the distribution of particle velocities v at all
locations x as a function of time. This distribution description is called plasma
kinetic theory and it evolves according to the Vlasov equation,
∂ fσ
∂t
+ v · ∇ fσ + ∇v · (a fσ) = C (A.3)
where v is velocity, a = (qσ/mσ)(E+v×B) is the Lorentz force, andC is a collision
operator. This description is necessary to describe plasma where fluid descriptions
break down (e.g. where the particle velocity distribution is far from Maxwellian).
Although it provides an excellent description of plasma behavior (given a reasonable
collision operator), it is too costly to simulate at macroscopic scales. However, at
macroscopic length and time scales, non-Maxwellian effects tend to average to zero
and fluid descriptions are generally valid. Figure A.1 show the relevant length and
time scales for the particle and fluid descriptions.
A.3 Two-fluid approximation
The next simplest model is the two-fluid approximation which models plasma as a
pair of superimposed electron and ion fluids. This description takes an average of



































Figure A.1: Diagram of the frequency and length scales where different plasma
descriptions are commonly used. Larmor radii and cyclotron frequencies are listed
for a typical laboratory hydrogen plasma with B=0.06 T, n=1021 m−3, and T=2 eV.
Additional length and frequency scales are provided in section 1.2.
uσ and a density nσ for each species,
nσ(x, t) =
∫
fσ(x, v, t) d3v (A.4)
uσ(x, t) = 1nσ(x, t)
∫
v fσ(x, v, t) d3v (A.5)
This approximation results in the following set of equations:
• Continuity equation for each species
∂nσ
∂t
+ ∇ · (nσuσ) = 0, (A.6)




= nσqσ(E + v × B) − ∇Pσ − Rσα (A.7)
where Rσα is the interspecies collisional drag.
• Equation of state for each species
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Equation of state Name
Pσ ∝ nγσ adiabatic
Pσ = nσκTσ, Tσ=constant isothermal
• Maxwell’s equations





∇ · B = 0 (A.9)
∇ × E = −∂B
∂t
(A.10)







It is this two fluid description that will be used in Chapter 8 to characterize mea-
surements of plasma wave modes.
A.4 Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)
Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is the simplest, most used approximation of plasma
behavior. It is a mass weighted average of two-fluid equations and describes the
plasma as a single conductive fluid with no net charge. This approximation is valid
for slow, large scale phenomenon. Quantitatively this means that MHD can only
resolve dynamics slower the the ion cyclotron frequency ω  qiB/mi, at length









+ ∇ · (ρU) = 0, (A.12)




= J × B − ∇P (A.13)
• Equation of state for each species
Equation of state Name
P ∝ ργ adiabatic
P = ρκT/mi, T=constant isothermal
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Figure A.2: Illustration of the frozen-in flux property of ideal MHD (η = 0). The
motion of the plasma induces internal currents such that the magnetic flux convects
with the plasma motion.
• Maxwell’s equations
∇ · E = 0 (A.14)
∇ · B = 0 (A.15)
∇ × E = −∂B
∂t
(A.16)
∇ × B = µ0J (A.17)
• Ohm’s law
E + U × B = ηJ (A.18)
where ρ =
∑
σ mσnσ, U =
∑
σ mσnσuσ, J =
∑
σ nσqσuσ, and η is the electrical
resistivity.
Ideal MHD and frozen-in flux
In many plasma systems, the resistivity η is negligible and the plasma can be treated
as a superconducting gas. This assumption η ∼ 0 is called “IdealMHD” and exhibits
the so-called frozen-in flux condition. This condition preserves the magnetic flux
of a given fluid element in motion; in other words, the magnetic flux convects with
the fluid motion (Fig. A.2). This property can be demonstrated by taking the curl
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of Eq. A.18 giving the induction equation,
∂B
∂t
= ∇ × (U × B) − η
µ0
∇2B. (A.19)
The second term is easily recognized as a diffusion term related to the plasma
resistivity. If this term is ignorable, then the magnetic flux Φ(t) through any closed






























= (B · ∇)U − B(∇ · U) − η
µ0
∇2B, (A.24)
which matches the conventional form of the vorticity transport equation.
The J × B force
The plasmas in this thesis are mainly driven by magnetic forces rather than pressure
forces J × B/∇P ≥ 1. This does not imply that pressure can be ignored but it is
important to give special attention to the J×B force. Several common approaches to
understanding this force are described below to give some intuition for magnetically
dominated motion.
1. Recast in terms of the magnetic field: this most popular representation
decomposes the J × B force into a magnetic tension and magnetic pressure
force,











κ = Bˆ · ∇Bˆ = −Rˆ/R, (A.26)
where R is the local radius of curvature of the magnetic field and ∇⊥ is the
gradient component perpendicular to the local magnetic field. These pressure
and tension forces are written in such a way to exclude components parallel
to B as such components must inevitably cancel.
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2. Parallel currents attract, anti-parallel currents repel: This view recasts
the force as the interaction of various currents. This requires knowledge of
where all currents are flowing including those outside the domain of interest.
For a given current path with total current I, the force on a given cross-section
can be described like the magnetic force on a wire,∫
S
J × B · dS = I drˆ × B. (A.27)
3. Gradient of magnetic energy: Due to the frozen-in flux condition of most
plasmas of interest, the magnetic fluxΦ in a plasma tends to be well conserved
over time. However, even when flux is conserved, the total magnetic energy











where L = Φ/I is the system inductance. Consequently, magnetic forces act










Figure A.3: Evolution of three circular current channels with parallel currents.
Magnetic forces tend to both collimate parallel currents (minor radius pinches) as
well as expand the loop major radius (hoop force).
Figure A.3 displays the evolution of three circular current loops with parallel current.
The J × B force collimates the minor radius (pinch effect) as well as expands the
major radius (hoop force). In this system, recasting the force in terms of the
magnetic pressure and tension gives little insight since the magnetic tension and
pressure exactly cancel everywhere except inside the current paths. Consequently
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the relative direction and magnitude of the sum of the two forces are difficult to
determine without detailed calculation.
Conversely, thinking of the system in terms of currents provides a much more
intuitive understanding. The parallel currents attract, collimating the minor radius,
and the anti-parallel currents on opposite sides of the circles repel, expanding the
major radius.
Energy considerations also can also explain the evolution in simple terms: narrowing
the minor radius and expanding the major radius both increase inductance, moving
the system to a lower energy state.
Each of these perspectives can provide insight in different circumstances and this
thesis will attempt to explain the relevant plasma dynamics using the most intuitive
representation for each situation.
A.5 Plasma scales
For different approximations, including MHD, it is important to know if a process
is fast or slow, and whether it is macroscopic or microscopic. These determinations
are made with respect to certain frequencies and length scales.
• Cyclotron frequencies: frequency with which a given species, σ, orbits
the local magnetic field. Particle cyclotron motion is often described as




• Plasma frequencies: frequency at which global plasma oscillations are sup-
ported by the electrostatic restoring force of the local charge density. Electro-
magnetic waves with frequency lower than the electron plasma frequency are

















• Ion Skin Depth: this is the length scale below which MHD breaks and ion












• Ion acoustic velocity: the sound speed in ionized gas. Depends both on











A p p e n d i x B
EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
B.1 Discussion of plasma breakdown
Previous fast ion gauge measurements [17], have demonstrated that the neutral
background density before breakdown is approximately distributed around each
footpoint in an exponential cone:
nfootpoint = n0( βz + β )
2 exp (− αr
2
(z + β)2 ) (B.1)
where n0 ≈ 1022 m−3, β = 1cm, and α = 1 (corresponding to a 45◦ cone angle).
Computing the sum of two footpoints spaced 0.25 m apart, we expect the density to
be ∼ 1019 m−3 near the loop apex.
Given the measured initial conditions: nneutral ∼ 1019 m−3, d = 0.25 m (electrode
separation), V = 3 kV, and T = 300 K, we find that the pressure-density product,
P · d ≈ 0.01 Torr-cm falls well below the minimum Paschen criterion for Argon
(∼0.25 Torr-cm). Now, given this violation, it is clear that either the measured
density or the Paschen criterion is lacking. In this case, it is the Paschen criterion
which is lacking as it is unsuited to evaluate highly non-uniform gas distributions
and non-parallel-plate geometries.
To remedy this, we develop amore fundamental criterion for breakdown: calculating
the conditions under which the average electron ionizes at least one atom between
anode and cathode [134, 135]:
number atoms ionized =
∫ d
0






q |E |λe = nσe−
15nσ
|E | , (B.3)
where α represents the number of ionizations per unit length, λe is the mean free
path, Eionize is the ionization energy (Argon:15 eV), |E| is the electric field, σ is the
atom cross section (Argon:10−20 m2), and d is the path length.
If we now integrate Equation B.2 over the observed breakdown path, our measured
densities do satisfy this more fundamental breakdown criterion due to the high
densities present at the footpoints. We find that at 3 kV, we expect average ionization
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of 1.3 atoms per e− down to 0.92 atoms per e− at 1 kV. This agrees with the
experimentally observed breakdown limit of around 1 kV for the standard neutral
gas settings.
Figure B.1: Visible light image (20ns exposure) at breakdown. Pattern of strong
footpoint ionization with conical structure is clearly visible.
B.2 Magnetic Field measurements from Bao’s Hall Probes
A former Bellan graduate student, BaoHa, built a set of Hall effect probes tomeasure
low frequency magnetic fields (< 10 kHz) such as the background magnetic fields
produced by the solenoids beneath each electrode. This mapping is necessary
because the Bdot probe array does not measure the constant background field. The
initial plan was to use all 6 viable Hall probes to measure the magnetic field of the
double loop setup. Unfortunately, the VME did not trigger all chips simultaneously
when set to a sampling rate less than 100MHz. As a result, only one probe was used
(Probe E) and the data was taken with the large oscilloscope.
Data collection
The data was taken in a 2D fashion assuming that the remaining dimension could
be interpolated using cylindrical symmetry. The x-direction was vertical, the y-
directionwas away from theVME, and the z-directionwas towards the gun. Only the
top solenoid of loop Awasmeasured. The data was taken in the plane corresponding
to (x=-1in as defined by the plastic mounting system for the sensors). 8 y-positions




Additional data was taken at z=0 (electrode plane) to determine the position of the
electrode [Figures B.2,B.3] relative to the measuring coordinate system.















Bz, z=0 plane, fit for solenoid y-pos
Figure B.2: Fit for solenoid y-position
Magnetic field measurements
After fitting the solenoid position, the data was converted to cylindrical coordinates
and symmetry around the solenoid axis was assumed. With these data, we can plot
field components in the (r,z) plane [Figures B.4,B.5,B.6]
Scaling with bank voltage
Additional shots at z=0 were also taken at 50V and 100V to determine scaling of
field with bank voltage. Since these were only taken at 2 locations, the calculation
is fairly rough.
z=0 in, r=1.6 in (200V/100V: 1.77), (100V/50V: 1.66)
z=0 in, r=-1.3 in (200V/100V: 1.23), (100V/50V: 1.45)
These ratios imply that background B-field scales like:
B ∝ 1.5log2( VV0 ). (B.4)
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Figure B.3: Fit for solenoid x-position





















Figure B.4: Axial magnetic field plotted in (r,z) plane
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Figure B.5: Radial magnetic field plotted in (r,z) plane





















Figure B.6: Toroidal magnetic field plotted in (r,z) plane
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A p p e n d i x C
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 3
This supplement covers supporting information not included in Chapter 3. These
sections discuss, (1) how the axis of the flux ropes was defined, (2) a quantitative
comparison of axial forces with theory, (3) temperature measurements from spectro-
scopic line ratios, (4) a derivation of the internal pressure of a flared current channel,
and (5) a discussion of how current is distributed between the four electrodes in the
double loop experiment.
C.1 Axial cross-sections
The process of acquiring cross-sections perpendicular to the loop axis first requires
the axis to be defined. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the current axis was chosen as
the loop axis as it was more consistent and more localized than the magnetic axis.
These two axes are not coincident due to the arched geometry and the small aspect
ratio of the current density (R/r < 3). This offset of the magnetic axis to a larger
radius than the current axis is another manifestation of the hoop force.
The tracking procedure follows the local maximum of the current density along the
loop. The axial direction was defined by the average direction of the current across
a cross-section. After defining both the axis location and direction, perpendicular
cross-sections were taken at 1 cm intervals along the loop axis. Cross-section
values for B and J were interpolated using Delauney triangulation [136] from the
3D dataset.
For the majority of the loop length, the current cross-sections have a 2D Gaussian
cross-section. Figure C.1 shows that the contours of the Gaussian fit and the data
are nearly coincident. Consequently, the following section will use this symmetry
to quantitatively compare the analytic theory with the measured forces.
C.2 Quantitative comparison of axial forces
To quantitatively compare the magnitude of these 3D forces with the axisymmetric
theory requires a reduction to one dimension. In this reduction, the compared




(J × B) · dS (C.1)
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Figure C.1: Plot of current density cross-section and 2D Gaussian fit. Equivalent
contours from the Gaussian fit and the current density are plotted in dotted and solid
lines, respectively (red:90%, green:75%, blue:50%). Discontinuous region in upper
right corner is outside the data region.
These integrated values (force-per-length) are compared against the forces predicted





Bθ(r) = γ(r)Iµ02pir , (C.3)
γ(r) = 1 − e −r
2
2σ2 , (C.4)
where s is the distance along the axis, I is the total current, r is the distance from
















Plotting the measured axial magnetic-force-per-length against Eq. C.6 over a range
of currents (Figure C.2) shows good agreement. This comparison demonstrates two
properties. First, the axisymmetric theory can accurately predict the relevant axial
forces of a asymmetric 3D structure simply from the loop minor radius. Second, it
validates the assumption in Ref. [21] that forces from perturbing the background
field (-JθBr) are negligible compared to the forces due to flared current (JrBθ).
Figure C.2: Plot of axial force per length at footpoints versus Eq. C.6 for current
range 0-22 kA. Yellow labels indicate total current. Good agreement with Eq.C.6
shows that axial forces due to perturbation of the background field (−JθBr) are
negligible.
C.3 Temperature Measurement
Spectroscopic measurements of the Argon plasma (Fig. C.3) in the lab experiment
along 12 lines of sight indicate a constant temperature between 1.92-2.02 eV. Tem-
perature is bounded by matching observed lines to Saha/LTE spectra for Argon [45].
Since line ratios remain constant in time and space, it is expected that the plasma
can be modeled as isothermal.
C.4 Pressure Integration
A model for the internal pressure of a flared current channel is developed from the
assumption of radial force balance:
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Figure C.3: Sample spectrum around 351.5 nm. Line ratios of Ar II and Ar III
predict a temperature between 1.92 and 2.02 eV.
0 =rˆ · ( ®J × ®B − ®∇P)
=JθBs − JsBθ − ∂P
∂r
(C.7)
The JθBs term is associated with the magnetic pressure of the axial field resisting
radial compression. We omit this term here for clarity. However, this term is
important as it reduces the equilibrium internal pressure of the current channel.
Using the flared current channel model from Chapter 3:



























γ(r)(1 − γ(r)). (C.10)





































(γ(γ − 1) +W(r)) , (C.14)






γ(1 − γ), (C.15)











Figure C.4 plots the separate magnetic and pressure terms for axial force density.


































JrBθ − P/ s
Figure C.4: Plot of theoretical axial forces from a flared current channel in radial
equilibrium.
The axial pressure gradient calculated here represents an upper bound due to the
omission of the JθBs term. In the experiment, the JθBs term offsets a large fraction
(0.5-0.9) of the pinch force, resulting in 2-10 times lower internal pressure than a
system without axial field. This reduces axial pressure gradients by the same factor
(2-10) but does not affect the axial magnetic forces. Consequently, the experimental
axial-force-density has a much flatter profile.
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C.5 Bifurcation of current
Current streamlines were constructed from the 3D B-field measurements detailed
in Chapter 3. These streamlines characterize the flow of current in the measured
3D region and show that the two loops are initially merged during breakdown and
remain so over the course of the evolution. Figure C.5 shows the additional current
paths, a short middle path and a long overarching path, in this merged configuration.
Loop A Loop B
mid
outer
- - + +
Arrows show direction of current
Z
Y
Figure C.5: Diagram of current paths in merged configuration. In addition to the
two loops A and B, there is a short middle path and an overarching outer path.
Figure C.6 shows the quantitative breakdown at three times of the current bifurcation
from the negative electrode on loop B. For these plots, the current streamlines were
seeded over the electrode surface and classified as either part of the middle path or
the main loop B path by their termination location. The net current associated with
each streamline was assumed to be proportional to the current density at the seeding
location on the electrode. Summing the contributions of streamlines along both
paths, gives an estimate of nearly equal bifurcation (50/50) which remains relatively
constant over time.
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Figure C.6: Plot of current bifurcation from the lower loop negative electrode.
Current density streamlines are classified as part of the main loop B or the shorter
mid path (AB) based on their termination locations. The bifurcation is nearly
constant at about 50%.
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A p p e n d i x D
HIGH-RESOLUTION ÛB-PROBE ARRAY
This appendix will describe the design and calibration of the ÛB-probe array used in
Chapter 3. This probe was designed with printed circuit board (PCB) surface mount
technology to minimize construction time and improve uniformity. The probe has
a linear spatial resolution of 1 cm which is double the resolution of other magnetic
probes in the lab. This higher spatial resolution was necessary to properly measure
the 3D current density which was integral to the results presented in Chapter 3.
D.1 Design
The purpose of the magnetic probe array is to measure the three components of the
vector magnetic field at multiple positions along an axis.
Printed Circuit Board Array
For this array, the field along a given direction at a given location is measured using
a small 5.6 µH surface-mount inductor (Coilcraft Part #1008CS-562XJE_, Figure
D.1a). The large inductance of these coils gives a large output signal but limits their
frequency response to ∼ 1 MHz and below.
A single array structure is composed of two 3 mm wide PCB strips mounted at 90◦





Figure D.1: (a) Mechanical drawing of single surface mount coil. (b) Image of 27






Figure D.2: Cylindrical coordinate system for probe array relative to mounting
structure. The purple annular region represents the spatial positions accessible to
the probe via translation and rotation.
and the other strip contains nine coils spaced every 1 cm as shown in Figure D.1b.
This gives a 1 cm resolution at nine positions for measurement of the field along
each perpendicular axis. Two of these 27 channel arrays were used in the final probe
design for a total of 57 channels in eighteen 3-axis clusters.
All of the surface mount elements were soldered simultaneously in a toaster oven.
This process involves putting small amounts of solder paste on all of the individual
solder pads, placing each inductor element on top of a pair of pads, and then baking
all the arrays in the toaster oven at 450◦ for about 4 minutes. The surface tension of
the solder when it melts aligns each element with its solder pads resulting in highly
uniform orientations.
Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the probe mounting, the axes are labeled as
follows,
• R: the direction of the probe axis
• Φ: the direction of probe rotation
• Z: the direction of probe translation
These axes are visualized in Figure D.2.
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Figure D.3: (a) Interior parts of vacuum assembly for magnetic probe array (b)
Exterior vacuum parts (c) Probe angle measurement using protractor.
Vacuum mounting
The vacuum mounting is similar to the other magnetic probes in the lab. The array
is contained within a quartz tube (14 mm outer diameter, 12 mm inner diameter)
which is closed at one end. The open end of the tube is attached to a Swagelok VCO
gland (SS-12-VCO-3) using vacuum epoxy (Torr Seal) and an aluminum adapter.
This gland attaches to a 90◦ angle bend VCO (SS-12-VCO-9) using a VCO female
nut (SS-12-VCO-1). The free end of the 90◦ VCO angle is welded to a 6 foot long,
1 in outer diameter steel pipe (stainless steel alloy 304). This assembly is shown in
Figure D.3a.
The stainless steel tube exits the chamber through a 2.75” Conflat feedthrough. This
flange also has an attached linear bearing for support and ensure smooth translation
and rotation of the axis. A shaft collar is also needed to prevent the setup from being
sucked into the vacuum chamber. It is recommended for future probes to purchase
the shaft collar and linear bearing rather than machining them as it is difficult to get
all the tolerances correct.
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(a) (b)
Figure D.4: (a) Image of twisted-pair magnet wires attaching to ribbon cables (b)
Image of ribbon-cable-to-BNC adapter boards.
Cabling
Each coil is connected to a length of twisted-pair magnet wire (AWG 27, 0.375
mm diameter). These twisted pairs are then connected to ribbon cables via bladed
crimp fittings (Figure D.4a). The ribbon cables then plug into PCB boards which
connect individual channels to BNC cables (Figure D.4b). These ribbon cable
connectors provide an easy detachment point if the probe needs to be removed from
the chamber. Also, the ribbon connectors terminate sets of cables simultaneously
without stripping or soldering, which allowed a significant reduction in manual
labor.
D.2 Calibration
The calibration of the probe was conducted in-situ using a custom Helmholtz coil.
This coil has N=10, R=17 mm with perpendicular holes for alignment along each
axis. The current through the coil is measured with a 0.43Ω resistor in parallel with
the coils.
The calibration procedure consisted of applying 0.7 MHz oscillating field to each
channel along all three perpendicular axes. The voltage amplitude for each field
direction (R, Φ, Z) is recorded for each channel. The matrix of amplitudes for each
cluster is then inverted to acquire a calibration matrix as shown in Auna’s thesis
[17]. This calibration file is located in the group server:
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Figure D.5: Image of Helmholtz coil (N=10, R=17 mm) used for calibration of
probe array. The coil is wound on a machined plastic cylinder with a 14 mm axial













































































A p p e n d i x E
3D VISUALIZATIONS
Since so much of this thesis was devoted to 3D effects, a form of visualizing these
complex data sets was needed. The tool of choice for these 3D visualizations was
the Mayavi2 python library. This library is essentially a simple, scriptable python
wrapper for the uber-complex VTK (Visualization Tool Kit). The library has two
dependencies:
1. VTK
2. A GUI toolkit, either PyQt4, PySide, PyQt5 or wxPython.
So, at the time of this writing, it is fairly simple to install on Windows/Mac/Linux.
At present, binary packages for Mayavi2 are only available for Python 2.7 but will
likely become available for Python 3.x soon.
E.1 Implementation
A larger-than-minimal working example is available at my github for the 3D B-field
data shown in Chapter 3. This example implements the essential steps in forming a
3D visualization from experimental data,
1. Save irregular or gridded data of a 3D quantity into a scriptable format (i.e.
comma separated values)
2. Interpolate data onto a cartesian grid using Delauney triangulation (see
get_rect_grid function in this library file)
3. Place the gridded data into the Mayavi scalarfield and vectorfield objects
4. Plot different representations of the data (surfaces, streamlines, vector fields,
etc.)
The resulting visualization is a zoomable, rotatable, window with a reasonably
user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI). This GUI allows the user to change
all features of the visualization including visibility, colormaps, streamline seed
positions (press ’i’), etc..
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E.2 Tips and Tricks
The Mayavi2 documentation for scripting is suitable for basic operations but lacks
depth. For more advanced scripting control of the visualization there is a simple
feature called “record” in the GUI which appears as a toolbar button that resembles
a stop sign. This feature will record and display the scripting equivalent of any
changes to the visualization made in the GUI. This allows complex changes made
with the GUI to be recorded as a script so that the visualization can be easily
reproduced.
E.3 Making movies from image sequences
The most reliable program for making movies from sequences of images was “ffm-
peg”. This is a powerful scripting command with many slicing, splicing, and com-
pilation options for videos. However, for making movies from an image sequence,
I used the following command,
ffmpeg -r 2 -i rc%04d.png -c:v libx264 -pix_fmt yuv420p slides.mp4
This command compiles images named with the convention “rc%04d.png” (i.e.
rc0007.png) at a framerate of 2Hz (the number after -r) into a file named slides.mp4.
The following movies were made using image sequences generated with Mayavi
and compiled using ffmpeg:
• Doubleloop firing sequence and evolution
• Time dependent 3D Bfield streamlines, current density isosurfaces, and JxB
vectors
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A p p e n d i x F
WAVEPROBE SUPPLEMENTAL
F.1 Review of previous wave polarization measurements
A former student from the Bellan group identified whistler waves in the jet from
measurements of circularly polarized magnetic oscillations. One of the primary
shots from this analysis was #17012, shown in Figure F.1.
However, after re-examining the data, there are two major issues with the analysis
identifying circular polarization.
1. The high frequncy components of the signal are completely in phase with the
significant common mode noise.
2. The narrow band filtering method used to isolate particular frequencies also
produces circular polarization from random noise.
The first issue is visible in the raw data of shot #17012 shown in Figure F.2. Since
the high frequency components of the signal are in phase with the common mode
noise, it is likely that they are simply uncancelled noise rather than magnetic waves.
Figure F.1: (Left) Filtered data (9-11 MHz) from shot 17012, 29-30 µs. (Right)
Hodogram of filtered B-field oscillations.
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Figure F.2: (Left) Raw Bz data from each coil in z-axis pair, shot #17012. (Right)
Differential and common signals from same shot. This is the raw data for the plots
in Figure F.1.
Figure F.3: (Left) Filtered white noise (9-11 MHz). (Right) Hodogram of filtered
noise
The second issue is more subtle. The narrow band filter 9-11 MHz used to isolate a
particular frequency can also create artificial polarization. This can be demonstrated
by applying the same narrow band filters to random noise. The resulting signals are
always sinusoids of nearly 10 MHz with slowly varying phase. Given a long enough
time series, the signal is guaranteed to be circularly polarized for segments of time
when the three components (Br , Bθ , Bz) drift out of phase. Figure F.3 shows a plot
of white noise filtered using a 9-11 MHz window with associated hodogram.
This issue was discovered after applying the technique to the quadprobe data and
getting circular polarization in different directions for each probe (Figure F.4).
Lastly, as can be seen by comparing Figures F.1 and F.2, the raw data and the filtered
data look very different. The oscillations visible in the raw data have roughly 5-6
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Figure F.4: Plot of quadprobe hodograms shot #20164 (26-32 µs) after applying nar-
row band filters. All the circular polarizations are in different directions indicating
an incoherent signal.
periods over the 1 µs window, implying a core frequency of 5-6MHz. Consequently,
it is not appropriate to apply a 9-11 MHz filter.
In summary, it is believed that previous measurements of circular polarization are
the artifact of narrow band filtering and significant common mode noise.
F.2 Tetrahedron geometry
The tetrahedral positions can be quantified by specifying an origin and a side length.
To simplify calculations, the origin is chosen to be the center of the tetrahedron and
the side length is specified as a
√
3, where a is the radial distance from the center of
a face to the corners of that face. This odd choice of units is motivated by the probe
construction where the spacing is set by the vacuum flange hole positions which
have a radial spacing of a =0.5”=12.7 mm.
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The probe axis is taken to be the z-axis and one probe is aligned with the x-axis.




















F.3 Solving for B, J
This section provides the first order interpolation of the B and J vectors at the center
of four measurement positions.
The approach is to write each scalar component of the vector B-field of each mea-
surement position as a Taylor expansion of the value at the tetrahedron center, Bc:
Bi = Bc + (®∇Bc) · Ri, (F.1)
where the i subscript denotes a probe location. The following shows this equation
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The other components can be solved in the same manner. The current density can
then be calculated from the various derivatives,
Jx = ∂Bz/∂y − ∂By/∂z
Jy = ∂Bx/∂z − ∂Bz/∂x
Jz = ∂By/∂x − ∂Bx/∂y
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F.4 Wave pulses
This section has two figures showing wave probemeasurements from different shots.
Figure F.5 shows plots of six representative shots where there was visible tearing
of the jet axis in fast camera images. Figure F.6 shows plots of six representative
shots where there was no visible tearing of the jet axis in fast camera images. The
measurements show a clear high frequency pulse during the tearing shots and no
pulse in the shots without visible tearing.
Figure F.5: Plots of filtered (1-20 MHz) Bx component waveprobe signals for shots
with visible tearing of jet axis (22583, 22588, 22599, 22600, 22601, and 22602).
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Figure F.6: Plots of filtered (1-20 MHz) Bx component waveprobe signals for shots
without visible tearing of jet axis (22584, 22586, 22595, 22596, 22597, and 22598).
F.5 Dispersion plots
This section has two figures showing dispersion relations calculated from Eq. 8.7.
Figure F.7 shows dispersion relations calculated from four different time windows
from shot #22600. This figure clearly shows a improved correlationwith the whistler
dispersion relationship during the wave pulse time window. Figure F.8 shows plots
of dispersion relations calculated from the wave pulse time window for four different
shots. Although shot #22600 has the best agreement with the theoretical whistler
dispersion relation, all the shots show a consistent direction (-zˆ) and comparable
wavelengths (8-16 cm) in the 5-10 MHz range corresponding to the wavepulses.
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Figure F.7: Dispersion plots for different time periods in shot #22600. The plots
show that only the wave pulse time period (5.5-8 µs) shows good agreement with
the whistler dispersion relation. Theoretical whistler dispersion is plotted for back-
ground parameters |B| = 0.0015 T, n = 3 · 1017 m−3.
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Figure F.8: Dispersion relation plotted for multiple shots. All the shots have
reasonable agreement with the whistler dispersion relation and show propagation
mainly in the −zˆ direction. Theoretical whistler dispersion is plotted for background
parameters |B| = 0.0015 T, n = 3 · 1017 m−3.
